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FOREWORD
This program wa._conducted by the Westinghouse Astronuclear Laboratory under NASA Contract
NAS 3-11827. /v__. P. E. Moorhead of the NASA L_wLsResearch Center, Materials and
S,_ructuresDivislonr was the NASA Project Manager for the program.
The objectives delineated and the results reported herein represent the requirements of Task I
of Contract NAS 3-11827. Additional investigations which were performed as a part of this
program are the subjects of additional reports.. The final reports for this contract are the fol-
lowing :
Tas.__._k Title Report Number
I Influence of RestraMt and Thermal Exposure on NASA CR-72858
Welds in T-111 and ASTAR-811C
II The Varestraint Test for Refractory Metals NASA CR-72828
III Investigation of Higi_ Temperature Fracture of NASA CR-72859
T-111 and ASTAR-811C
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ABSTRACT
The notched-tensile, tensile, and bend properties of GTA welds in T-111 and ASTAR-811C
sheet were determined follow!ng a wide range of thermal exposures in order to de.fine changes
in ductility and mechanical property behavior due to weld aging response. No notch sensit-
ivity or unusual tensile response was noted for any ._f the conditions evaluated. As ha.' been
previously reported* , however, an aging response was noted for the bend ductile-brittle trGns-
ition temperature determinations on both T-111 "_ndASTAR-811C welds. A tentaHve explana-
tlon for the observed response of each alloy is p_esented.
In addition, the interreiat;_,,_,_hip uf mechar, icel and chemical factors leading to underbead
cracking in T-111 was _nve_tlgated. The problem was sh_,._,,_to be amenable primarily to
chemical solutions, such Gsalloy compositional changes. _J:h was demonstrated by the
imFroved performanc_ of ASTAR-811C over T-111 in plat_ ,,_._J studies. Only modest
success was achieved ', procedural techniques as a me_n_ .,."elimlnatlng underbead
cracking.
* Lessmann,G. G. and Gold, _,. E., "Long-Time EI*:_,,_:.-.J,_.mperature Stability of Refractory
Metal Alloys", NASA-CR-160,_, Sertember, t':, ,;
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1.0 SUMMARY
The mechanical behavior of GTA welds in T-111 and ASTAR-811C sheet was characterized as
a function of a wide rang_, of post-weld ther.'nc "xposures. This investigatlon was prompted
by recent observatiens showing that T-1 _1 w,_;d' rtspond to long-time high temperature expos-
ure with potential ductility impairment. This study was consequently undertaken tc determine
the rep_oducibillty oi this response and its eng_neerlncj s_gnificance. The advanced tantalum-
base alloy ASTAR-811C was included in this investigatlon both because of its rnetallurglcal
similarities to T-111 and to pray;de a timely evaluation of its thermal s_'ability. To provide
sufficient material for thls program the first commercial scale ASTAR-811C ingot (> 300 lb.)
was produced and processed to the r, _luired sheet, wire and plate with a net 42°,6 ),ield. Ther-
mal exposures included post-weld annealing from 1205° (2200°) through 1982°C (3600°F)
followed by 1000 hour aging at 1149°C (2100°F). Post exposure evaluation included no._ched-
unnotched tensile testing, high temperature tensile testing, bend testing, and structural
eval uations.
Notched tensile rests were conducted at temperatures as low as -196°C (-320°F). Not a slngle
incidence of notch sensltivity was noted in as-welded post-weld annealed, or aged GT# ,_;_,lds
in either T-]11 or ASTAR-811C. It appee.rcd both the fructure appearance transition tempera-
ture (FATT) and the ductility transition temperature (DTT) of GTA welcJ_ ;n T-111 are well be-
Jaw -196°C (-320°F). ASTAR-811C welds at -196°C (-32U°F) are above the DTT but seem to
be below the FATr.
A series of tensile tests were performed on o_-welded post-weld annealed, and aged GTA
welds in T-111 and ASTAR-811C at RT, 538°, 982°, 1149°, 1316° and 1427°C (1000 °, 1800°,
2100°, 2400° and 2600°F). No un.sual features in either the mechanieol properties or the
fracture behavior were observed which were attributable to the thermal e_posures, in
additional tests to 2316°C (4200°F) a region of decreased tensile ductility was obser,,ed in
the vicinity of 1649°C (3000°F) for both alloys. This is in no way unique to welds or to
these alloys. Th." temperature range over which the ductility dec-ease persisted was s:gnif-
s
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icanfiy gr_._ter for T-111 than for ASTAR-$11C. This appears related to the presence of a
stable carbide precipitate :n _,STAR-811C.
Bend transition temperatures were determined for post-weld annealed-plus-aged T-111 and
ASTAR-811C welds using it, 2t, and 4.5t bend radii. Results were in general agreement with
those of a previous study (Reference Contract NAS 3-.2540) which had indicated a potentiG:
ductility impairment resulted from long-time aging at temperatures between 982° and 1149°C
(1800 ° and 2100°F). the ductility impairment was qualitatively followed by noting the
change in the bend DBTTon aging.1149°C (2100°F) aging of GTA sheet welds of T-1il
resulted in a sligh! increase in the bend trans'..tion temperature. However, the magnitude of
the increase was much less than had been observed and repurted previously. The unaged bend
transition temperature of ASTAR-811C GTA weld-- -- i.e. in the as-welded and as-welded
plus post-weld annealed conditions -- was found to be in the range of 52° to 65°C (125° to
150°F). This represented an increase of neariy 222°C (400°F) relative to the as-received
condition. Subsequent aging ai !149°C (2!00°F) had essentially no further effects.
Differences in the l t, 2t, and 4.5t bend transition temperatures of welds in either alloy were
negligible.
The microstructural responsesof the weld specimens to the thermal exposures were character-
ized in detail by the use of light microscopy. In T-111 only two effect_ were noted. First,
post-weld anneals up to about 1649°C (3000°F) or aging at 1149°C (2100°F) resulted in the
development of an interdendrlric precipitate in the fusion zone. Second, post-weld anneals
at 1871° and 1982°C (3400° and 3600UF) resulted in extensive grain growth and complete
homogenization of the weld structures, after which aging had no effect. In ASTAR-811C the
reactions were somewhat more complicated. In addition to the effects noted for T-111, post-
weld anneals above 1649°C (3000°F) or aging 1000 hours at 1149°C (2100°F) resulted in the
precipitation of intragranular and grain boundary carbides. The glain boundary carbide was
oresent in two distinct morphologies -- as a blocky, cellular precipitate and as a semi-continuous
grain boundary phase. The development of the carbide precipitates was not confined to the
fusion zone but was a general feature of the heat-affected zone and base metal regions as well.
2
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An additional phase of this program was addressed to the recently observed grain boundary
underpass cracking problem which exists in multipass GTA plate welds in T-111 and ASTAR-
8] ]C. This problem is particularly important since it is typical of advanced alloys designed
for high creep strength coupled with liquid alkali metal corrosion resistance. Efforts were dir-
ected toward developing an understanding of the {'actors which control cracking, both mech-
anical and chemical, and their interactions. Cons;derable success was achieved in this regard.
The cracking can be identified with the high creep ,:trength of 1"-1] 1 coupled with segregation
of hafnium to grain boundaries. At high temperatures, encountered in welding but not in nor-
mal appllcation_, the grain boundaries are weakened relative to the high strength matrix. Con-
seq,_e._.fJr, wele. thermal stTainsare disproportionately accommodated by the grair,, boundaries.
In practice this results in grain boundary cracking in the first passesof a multlpass plate weld
as successive Fussesare applied. Results of this study showed that ASTAR-811C is virtually
insensitive to this problem, and that underbead cracking should lend itself to solution using
modified filler wire compositions for T-111.
3
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2.0 INTRODUCTION
This report presents the results of a weldability and weld property study of plate and sheet welds
in the tantalum-base alloys, T-111 and ASTAR-811C. This investigation was sponsored by the
National Aeronautics and _pace Administration, and provided the first comprehensive weld-
ability evaluation of ASTAR-81 iC as well as advancing the general state-of-the-art in the
area of weld ag|ng response. ASTAR-811C is a later c;eneration alloy than T-111 and was
developed to combine many of the attributes of T-111 with improved high temperature creep
:trength (1).'" The possibility of the utilization of ASTAR-811C to replace or supplement T-111
in critical applications provided justificatior for its inclusion in this program.
Two important aspects of weld performance were investigated in thls program. These are first,
the influence of restraint resulting from heavy section welding, and secondly, weld stabillty
during exposures a! typical applicc.tlon temperatures. Previous NASA-sponsored research on
the elevated temperature stability of refractory metal alloys _2)"had implied a possible ductility
impairment in the mechanical properties of T-111 welds due to long time ultra-high vacuum
exposures between 982° and 1149°C (1800° and 2100°F). The aging response was detected
only in measurementsof the bend ductile-brittle transition temperature using a It bend
radlus. No evidence of a response was noted For tensile tests at room or elevated temperatures.
Hence, in the present program the englneering significance of the aglng response in T-111 and
ASIAR-811C welds was investigated using notched tensile tests, bend tests using several bend
radii, and room and elevated temperature tensile tests. The pre-test thermal exposures were
expanded to encompass 1 hour post-weld annealing at temperatures from 1205° through 1982°C
' (2200° through 3600°F,I. In addition tests were performed after 1000 hour aging at 1149°C
(2100°F) in ultra-high vacuum.
Observations of graln boundary cracking in multipass GTA plate welds in T-111 (3) provided the
impetus for the plate weld investigation portion of this program. The ,_pproach employed was to
screen a number of procedural variations in making multlpass plate welds and to evaluate their
re!atlve effectlveness in alleviatlng the grain boundary underpass cracking problem. This
Y
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provided a comparisonbetween T-111 and two heatsof ASTAR-811C. An excellent assessment
of the Varestralnt test (see reference 5) wasthereby afforded by direct comparis_n with plate
welding results. In this respect the plate weld study provided a defin;te correlation between
Varestralnt resultsand field welding performance.
Primary;,nits in this reportare the International Systemof Units ( or SystemeInternational
d' Unites ; Reference NASA SP-7012). Forclarity the customaryengineering units have
also been provided assecondary units. The exception to this is for engineering drawings
where the customaryunits are primary. Where required clueto quantity of _J_.,ainvolved
duplicate ;iguresor tables are provided, the SI figure or table being suffixed with an "a"
, 5
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3.0 TECHNICAL PROGRAM
3.1 Background
Typical of all but the most highly alloyed tantalum-base refractory metal alloys, T-111 and
ASTAR-811C possessexcellent weldabll ity characteristics. Particular evidence in support of
this statement is provided by the fact that in the more than 300 GTA sheet welds prepared
for the various tasks of this program, not a single incidence of poor weld quality was observed
either by visual, dye penetrant or radiographic inspection of the as-welded specimens or by
subsequent metal!ographlc examination.
The above facts notwithstanding, numerous instances of grain boundary cracking have been
observed in multipass GTA plate welds in both T-111 and ASTAR-811C. The cracks are lo-
cated in weld metal deposited during previous filler posses; i.e. metallographic examination
of the weld at various stages of completion has e,tabllshed the fact cracks are not found in
the filler pass deposited immediately preceding the examinatlnn. _he first documented observ-
ations of this problem were made during efforts on Contract NAS 3 - 10602 ("Development
of Large Diameter T-111 Tubing"). Some of the conclusions and observations from that pro-
gram regarding this problem follow (3).
• Joint thickness and geometry strongly influence the occurrence and severity of the
cracking. The use of a double U-groove joint design greatly reduced the extent of
cracking.
• Trial plate welds in T-222 and FS-85 refractory metal alloys, which are similar in
general chemistry to T-111 having a refractory metal base and a reactive metal
addition, displayed similar grain boundary crack:ng while a trial weld in Ta-10W
. plate was crack free. These results suggest the presence of the reactive metal ( i.e.
h afnium or zirconium ) in a high strength matrix aggravates the cracking problem.
• Single pass weld procedures, such as full penetration EB welding, completely avoide:l
the problem. Obviously this offers no solution for GTA welding since it is impractical
to deposit a single filler passweld on 0.952 cm. (0.375 in.) plate.
• A 14.60 cm. (5.75 inc._) OD T-111 tube which had been GTA welded and found to
contain underpassgrain boundary cracks in the weld metal was reduced a total of 92%
by tube rocking. Subsequentexaminations revealed no residual evidence of the
previously existing cracks. The fact the tube was able to accommodate over 65%
A
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reduction in area at a single stage, that is, between in-process anneals, despite the
presence of cracks attests to the superior fracture toughness of the alloy. This fact was
further established during the notched-unnotched tensile evaluation in this pn:gram.
A review of the above indicates the underpass grain boundary cracking problem can be avoided
by exercising proper joint design or by post-weld deformation. Unfortunately, many hardware
components must be welded in place or are of such geometry to preclude either of these sol-
utions. Hence, fur:'her efforts to understand and circumvent this behavior were warranted.
In addition to the plate w_ld problem, recent studies of the elevated temperature stabl llty of
T-111 and other refractory metal alloys (2) revealed a modest loss of ductility following long
time aging at temperatures from 982° through 1149°C (1800 ° through 2100°F). The ductility
decrease was observed by measurements of the I t bend ductile-brittle transition temperature as
a function of aging time and temperature. Aging t;mes to 10,000 hours were used. The nature
of the ductility response observed can be chcracterized as follows:
• The magnitude of the response, as mea:,ured by the increase in the It bend DBTT, was
greater for GTA welds than for EB welds. Basemetal did not exhibit a similar effect.
• The use of 1 hour post-weld anneals at temperatures To 1649°C (3000°F) were
ineffective in stabilizing the weld structure with respect to the aging phenomenon.
• Tensile properties and hardness traverses did not reveal any aging response. Weld
tensile ductility remained excellent irrespective of thermal history. Hence, the
aging response is peculiar to bend testing.
• In all conditions the bend specimens failed by intergranular "tearing" rather than
by a brittle cleavage mode and hence did not demonstrate a true shift in ductile-
brittle behavior.
Several of the preceding statements suggest the likely possibility the d tility decrease may
be rather insignificant. The fact tensile ductility did not suffer a decrease implies the aging
may merely result in a metallurgical structure unable to accommodate the rather severe 33%
strain of the It bend Pest. Hence, one of the chief aims of this program was to obtain a more
comprehensive understandlng of this problem and its implicatlons. To do thi_ required a more
complete definition of thu observed ductillty impc,lrment ,,oted in the aged weld structures.
7
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3.2 Test Program
The outline of the testing program is shown in Figure 1. In the plate weld study welds were
prepared from T-111 and ASTAR-811C uslng a variety of welding procedures selected to eval-
uate their effectivenes_ in alleviating the grain boundary underpass cracking problem. With-
in the rather limited scope of the present program it was not reallstlc to assume a solution
would be obtained, but, rather, to identify some of ._hemore critical aspects of the problem.
In thls respect, the goal of this task was to identify if possible the most promising avenues of
' study by which an ultimate solution might be achieved. The welding variables considered
inc!uded ;
- type of filler metal used
- effect of interpass time
- numberof filler passesemployed
- effect of reversing direction each successive pass
- the use of a "buttered" weld joint technique
Joint design and mechanical flxturing were not varied.
The purpose of the remaining tasks was to evaluate the fracture toughness of welds in T-111
and ASTAR-811C. In addition Io evaluation in the as-welded condition, the influence of
one hour post-weld anneals at pressuresbelow 1.33 x 10-3 N/m 2 (10 -5 to;r) at temperatures
from 1205° through 1982°C (2200° through 3600°F) and aging for 1000 hours at 1149°C (2!00°F)
in ultra-high vacuum was also evaluated. Notched-unnotched tensile tests were used in the
first phase of the evaluation to assessthe effects of a mu!tiaxial stresssystemon the fracture
behavior of the weld specimens. The combined influence of relatively low test temperatures
and multiaxiai stressestend to create conditions under which brittle failure is promoted.
Hence, the performance of a given material in fhls type of test provides a quantitative eval-
uation of its resistance to brittle fracture.
The next phase of the evaluatlor, (Task IC on Figure 1) consisted of the evaluation of con-
ventional tensile properties of post-weld annealed and post-weld annealed-plus-aged long-
itudinal weld specimens. Testing was performed at room temperature, 538°, 982°, 1149°,
1972012837-018
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1316° and 1427°C (t000 °, 1800°, 2100_, 2400° and 2600°F). This phase of the program was
designed to provide information regarding the e_fect of thermal exposures on bott_ the
conventional tensile properties as well as the ensuing fracture behavior. In this way the test
results co_,ld be n__]gned perspective wi_h regard to their engineering significance.
The remaining task of this progrem ( Task ID ) was addressed to the correlation of I t bend
tests , which corresponA to aq outer fiber strain of 33%, with bend tests accomplished at 2t
and 4.5t bend radii , corresponding to outer fiber strains of 20% and 10%, respectively.
The question which inevitably arises when evaluating bend test results is that of how to in-
terpret the data. Generally treated as a simple "go nc go" test, it is nevertheless hoped the
results will len¢_'themselves to a more quantitative interpretation. The direct relationship be-
tween bend radius and outer fiber strain necessitate close inspection of as-tested specimens
to ensure uniformity in the test results. In addition, particularly when a ductility impairment
is suggesl_d by the results, the details of the fractures themselves are extremely important.
It must be pointed out that in all but the most highly alloyed tantalum-base alloy_ t and in
T-111 and ASTAR-811C in Imlrticular, the ;allure mode observed in bend tested specimens
can invariably be described as ductile grain boundary tearing in the weld metal rather than
the more classic brittle cleavcge fractures associated with transition temperature behavior.
Logically then one must attempt to determine if the failures observed reflect a signif_cant
loss of ductility or merely indicate an inability of the coarse-gralned weld specimens to ac-
commodate the bending strain cf the bend tests.
3.3 Procedures
3.3.1 Welding Procedures
The gas-tungsten-arc (GTA) welding process was used exclusively for all plate and sheet
welding. All welding was performed in a vacuum purged weld chamber using an ultra-hlgh
purity helium atmosphere. The weld atmosphere was continuously monitored for oxygen and
water vapor contents during all welding operations. For the bead--on-plate sheet welding
the oxygen and water vapor were ,' ,mtalned at less than 5 ppm by volume whereas for the
greater heat input plate weldl_.g the maximum level was set as 10 ppm by volume. All weld
11
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ing was done using stra_ghf polarity direct current (SPDC).
,_dl bead-on-plate sheet welds in both T-111 and ASTAR-811C sheet were made using the
following welding parameters;
Weld Current 115 aml_
Weld Speed 38.1 cpm (15 ipm)
Arc Gap 0.157 cm. (0.062 inches)
Electrodes were made of 0.24 cm. (0.0'24 in.) diameter centerless ground 2% thoriated tungsten
which had been ground to a blunted 0.079 cm. (0.031 in.) diameter tip. Welding was clone
semi-automatically using a traversing table which permitted a uniform, reproducible travel
speed of the workpiece relative to the electrode. All sheet welds were inspected for basic
quality using visual, dye penetran_ a_.dradiographic techniques.
Due to the importance of the various parameters in the plate welding study and the fac_ num-
erous variation: were employed, specification of the plate weld parameters will be deferred
fo the discussion of the plate weld studies. The weld joint designs used are shown in Figure 2.
3.3.2 Tensile Testing
Specimen configurations used for tensile testing are shown in Figure 3 for the room and elev-
ated temperature tensile testsand in Figure 4 for the notched-unnotched tests. Ro_mtemp-
erature testswere performed using a s_aln rate of 0.005 min-1 to 0.6% strain, then 0.05 rain-1
-1
to specimen fracture. Elevated temperature tensile testing was conducted using 0.05 m|n
strain rate throughout the test. The bulk of the notched-unnotohed tensile tests were con-
ducted at -196°C (-320°F) and -46°C (-50°F) using a constar't crossheadspeed of 0.0127 cm/
minute (0.005 inch/minute). A few testson aged T-111 specimens were run at -196°C (-320°F)
usinga crossheadspeed of 1.27 cm/minute (0,.5 inch/mlnute) to assessthe effect of a higher
strain rate on the notched tensile behavior. All elevated temperature tests were performed at
pressuresbelow 1.33 x 10-3 N/m 2 (10 -5 torr). Specimen £age sections were wrapped in
tantalum loil for additie,nal contamination protection during testing. Weld surfaces wer_
ground flat during specimen machining operations.
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Configuration (a), Basic preparation for fusion root pass.
25° _ s°t
Confi_lumtlon (b), Utilizing a filler root pass. Configuration (¢)t T-111 plate "buttered"
' -with ASTAR-_J _C filler w_re, remachined
and welded wffh ASTAR-8|IC filler wire.
rlGURE 2 - Butt Joint Weld Preparatiom Used This Progrcm.
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FIGURE 3 - Specimen Configuration Used for Room Temperature
and High Temperature Tests on T=ll 1 and ASTAR-
811C GTA Sheet Welds.
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Special Notes: D=0.210 d=0.150
- O.000 - 0.000
Notch Root Radius = 0.004 inches
FIGURE 4 - Specimen Configuration Used for Notched-Unnotched Tensile Tests
on T-111 and ASTAR-811C GTA Welds in 0.089 cm (0.035 inch) Sheet.
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3.3.3 BendTesting
The bend test parametersa_-eshown in Figure 5. Tosatisfy the requirementsof the bend duct-
ility responseevaluation tests were conducted using It, 2t, and 4.5 t punch radii. These
correspond to outer fiber strains of 33%, 20%, and 10%, respectively.
Bendspecimenswere prepared directly from the inspected welds by shearing to the 12t x 24t
specimen size. Surface grinding wasunnecessarydue to the uniformly high quality of the
welds. Specimenswere bent with the top surface of the weld in'tension to an angle of 90° to
105° after sprlngback. Fourspecimensare normally required to define the transition temper-
ature. The bend test data are recorded graphlcal!y asshown by reference to the data plots
in the Appendix. This methodof presentation identifies all pertinent data including crack
location and the extent of crack propagation for each specimenas well as the transition curve
defined by the bend angle achieved as a function of test tamperature. Longitudinal and trans-
verse curves are coded for presentation on the samegraph.
3.4 ProgramMaterials
3.4.1 T-111
The T-111 material evaluated in this programwasprecured in the form of plate, sheet and
wire. The material waspurchasedfrom Wah Chang Corporation of Albany, Oregon and repre-
sented three different heats of T-111. Metallurgical data and certified chemical analyses
relevant to the as-received condition are presentedin Tables 1 and 2. All formsof "[..111
were obtained in the fully recrystallized condition.
i
3.4.2 ASTAR-811C
To provide sufficient material for this programASTAR-811Cwasproduced in a commercial
size ingot for the first time. A 138 kg (3_,J,lb.) ingot waspreparedby Wah Chang Corporation
of Albany, Oregon usingdoublevacuum--arcmeltingpractice. The 18.4 cm (7.25 inch)
diameter ingot wascanned in molybdenumand extruded at 1649°C (3000°F) usingan extrusion
ratio of 3:1 The machlned ingot and molybdenumextrusion can are shownprior to assembly
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WELD
BEND
TEST
BASE
BEND
TEST ANGLE
I
J
I I
, LONGITUDINAL tRANSVERSE
BEND BEND
NOTE: ARROWS SHOW ROLLING DIRECTION
THICKNESS, t= 0.035 INCH
WIDTH -- 12t
LENGTH : 24t
TEST SPAN : 15t
PUNCH SPEED= 1 IPM
TEMPERATURE- VARIABLE
PUNCH RADIUS - VARIABLE, GENERALLY lt, 2t, 4t, or 6t
BEND DUCTILE TO BRITTLETRANSITION TEMPERATURE=
LOWEST TEMPERATUREFOR 90°+ BEND WITHOUT CRACKING
596924A
FIGURE 5 - Bend Test Parameters
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in Figure 6. Followingextrusion c..d cleanup the u._,bleyield, weighing 111 kg (244 Ibs.), was
annealed 1 hour at 1649°C (3000°F), then forged to sheet bar at 1260°C (2300°F)_ After
cleanup the as-forged sheet bar was processedto plate, sheet and wire as required to satisfy
the testing requirementsof the experimental program. An excellent product yield from ingot
exceeding 42?./owas realized.
Metallurgical data and chemical analysesof the as-received material are presented in Tables
3 and 4, respective,y. Also shown in Table 4 are the analyzed chemistry values for the orig-
inal development heat of ASTAR-811C produced at the Astronuclear Laboratory under Con-
tract NAS 3-2542 (1) The slightly higher W and Recontents of the program heat ( H_at
650078) suggestedthe desirability of characterizing the base metal mechanicalproperties
of this material. Basemetal tensile properties were determined at -196°, RT, 1205°, 1649°
and 1982°C (-320°, RT,2200°, 3000° and 3600°F) usingsheet specimens. Theseresults c_re
presentedin Table 5 along with the data for comparable tests conducted under NAS 3-2542.
The programheat isseen to be somewhatstronger than the development heat, particularly
at the lower test temperatures, although the ductility, measuredin termsof the tensile
elongation, is quite similar. I t bend tests (33% outer fiber strain) indicatr'd a bend DBTT t
of -157°C (-250°F) for Heat 650078 as comparedto < -196°C (< -320°F) for the development
heat. The high yield and ultimate tensile strength is likely due to the slightly higher tungsten
and rhenium contents. Rhenium, in particular, hasbeen observed to be a potent solid solution
strengthener at low temperatureswhen present in the tantalum matrlx(4). The relevance of
the difference in materials is discussedlater in the appropriateResultssection of this report.
19
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[FIGURE 6 - ASTAR- 811C Ingot and Molybdenum
Container Prior to Assembly for Extrusion.
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Heat (a) TestTemp. UTS 0.2% Y.S. % Elongation
OF °C ksi 107N/m2 ksi 107N/m2 Unif. Total
JII I
650078 - 320 _-196 182.9 126.1 166.5 1i4.8 18.2 24.9
3-2542 - 320 - 196 165.3 114.0 147.7 101.8 22,1 26.3
650078 RT RT 117.5 81.0 98.1 67.6 15.3 27.3
3-2542 RT RT 104.0 71.7 85.1 58.7 16.4 26.6
650078 2200 1205 58.8 40.5 36.3 25.0 15.4 29.1
3-2542 2200 1205 49.9 34.4 31.6 21.8 --- 28.8
650078 3000 1649 23.5 16.2 22.1 15.2 1.4 87.4
3-2542 2800 1538 28.4 19.6 23.0 15.8 --- 49.5
650078 3600 1982 10.3 7.1 10.1 7,0 0.6 112.7
(a) This programheat is Heat 650078.
O riginal developmentheat referencedas 3-2542 ; seeReference(1).
-1
A constant0.05 min strain rate usedthroughoutall tests.
TABLE5 - ComparativeTensile Propertiesfor ProgramASTAR-811C
andOriginal DevelopmentHeat.
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4.1 Plate Weld Studies
These studies were directed towards developing an understanding of the mechanism of under-
bead cracking in T-111 and ASTAR-811C mul_ipassmanual GTA plate welds. The results des-
cribed below demonstrate that this problem ;
• Can be ameliorated utilizing certain procedural techniques for T-11 i,
• Can be eliminated with proper chemical and procedural control for ASTAR-811C, and,
• Should lend itself to a compositional solut")n with special filler wibe selection for T-111.
This effort was conducted in sufficient depth to ascertain and demonstrate the basic mechanisms
of the plate welding problem and the mostimportant elements of its solution. Naturally, devel-
oping an understanding of the problem and defining its solution tend to proceed simultaneously.
However, in the following discussionthe mechanismof underbead cracking as now understood
is described first for clarity of presentation. This is followed by a discussionof the experimental
results obtained in this program which support this presentation and comparesT-111 and
ASTAR-811C.
4.1.1 The Mechanism of Underbead Cracking in T-111
The basic mode of underbead cracking observed in multipass GTA plate welds in T-111 is
grain boundary fracture, Figure 7. Phenomenologically, this is a typical high temperature
mode of failure in most metals. Grain boundary fracture at high temperatures occursusually
at low total strain although deformation adjacent to the grain boundaries may actually be quite
extensives Figure 8. This phenomenon is discussedand related to the behavior of T-111 and
ASTAR-811C in detail in section 4.2.2 s °'High Temperature Tensile Evaluation"_ of this report.
The source of strain in plate weldme:_ts is the thermal deformation which occurs in early passes
of a multlpass weldment as successive passesare applied. The thermal deformation results in
compressive upsetting on the underside of the weldment. This upsetting is apparent in the
typical plate weld shown in Figure 9.
23
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FIGURE 7 - Underbeacl Cracking in Root Fusion Passand First Filler Passof
Multipass GTA Plate Weld in T-111. Weld Number B3,
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FIGURE 8 - Grain Boundaries in Unetchecl ASTAR-811C Multipass GTA Plate
Weld Showing Extensive D_.formatlon in Regions A.'jacent to Them.
Weld Number T4-A7.
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FIGURE9 -ASTAR-811C Weld Number 4 Macrosectlcn Showing Extensive
Root Area Upsetting Which Occurs in Multipass GTA Plate Welds.
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The basic tendency of metals to fracture at luw total strain ct high temperatures does not neces-
sarily result in underbead cracking even though severe thermal strains invariably accompany
plate welding. In fact, unc:erbeadcracking as displayed by T-111 must be considered as highly
unusual. This implies that _dditional factors are involved in the ccsseof T-111. These would
appear to be both metallurgical and structural in nature. First, T-111 possessesgood high
temperature creep resistance, mainly as the result of solid solution strengthening of tile matrix.
Hence, the reJative difference in the matrix and grain boundary strengths is somewhat more
exaggerated than for some other refractory metal alloys at high temperatures. Secondly, lower
melting alloying constituents, such as hafnium in T-111, tend to be concentrated at grain
boundaries; hence weakening them at high temperatures. As a result, at temperahJreswhich
are high with respect to the normal use temperatures, the grain boundaries are b'elatively
weak. The hafnium effect has been demonstrated by showing that the binary alloy Ta-10W
does not display underbead cracking in multipassplate welds despite an equivalent high temp-
erature creep strength_3)''.As ,__'c"r*l_°r.v...._..,, ,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,"^"_'"_"_:^"underbead cracking was produced in a
plate weld in FS-85. FS-85 is a h_', creep strength columblum-base alloy (Cb-2Tra-lOW-lZr)
having metallurgical characteristics similar to T-111, wffh zirconium replacing hafnium as the
reactive metal addition. The prediction and confirmation of underbead cracking in FS-85 and
the absence thereof in Ta-IOW furnishes definitive evidence for the mechanlsm of underbead
cracking in T-111. It is important to understand that the reactive metals (i.e. Zr and Hf) in
these alloy systems are essential for alkali metal corrosion resistance. They further provide a
small increment of short time mechanical strength by dispersion strengthening. Hence, this
problem cannot be solved simply by eliminating the reactive metal.
Along the same llne of reasoning, however, the compromisingeffect of hafnium on creep
strength was recognized during the development of ASTAR-811C. This alloy contains only
half the hafnium content of T-111, contains rhenium as an additional strengthener =nd has a
decided creep strength advantage over T-111 (1). ASTAR-811C, then, by design has higher
creep strength and, due to the lower hafnium than T-111, has an intuitively more favorable
composition with respect to avoiding the underbead cracking problem. Demonstration of this
difference in weld behavior was accomplished in this program.
27
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An Qdd;fional aspcc; of this problem deserves reemphasis. Reactive metal additions to refrac;ory
metal alloys only lead to underbead cracking in pla;e welds of the higher streng;h, creep re-
sistant alloys. Alloys which have been optimized in composition for high temperature strength
appaer to be susceptible whereas weaker alloys are not° Hence, to use advanced alloys in alkali
metal sys;erns requires the understanding of underbead cracking as described. Experimental
verifica;ion of ;his in;erpretation is given below.
4.1.2 Experimen;al Resul;s of the Plate Weld Studies
Experlmen;al weldments were produced in small groups wl;h changes incorpora;ed as the eval-
uation of each successive weld or series of welds was completed. The tes; weldmen_ produced
are listed in Table 6 in a general chronological sequence. This sequence also defines basically
the experimental plan pursued. Plate ;hickness was either 0.772/0.800 cm. (0.304/0.315 inches)
or 0.952/0.978 cm. (0.375/0.385 inches). Joint configura;ions u;ilized are cross-referenced to
Figure 2. The number of passesrequired to comple;e a weld varied depePdlng on procedure
although in general only two procedures were used. One procedure required 7 to 10 passes
while the other required the use of 15 to 20 filler passes. Welding was done manually utilizing
GTA welding, DCSP, with manual filler wire feed. This was modified somewha; for about half
the welds which were traversed mechanically to achieve a welding speed of 25.4 cpm (10 ipm)
versus a manual speed of about 7.62 cpm (3 ipm).
The first we ldmen; produced using conventional procedures exhibited underbead cracking as
expected. Subsequent welds in T-111 plate were made using ASTAR-811C filler wire as a flr_t
trial of that alloy. Three joint configurations were evaluated. None of these proved particularly
beneficial. It was later surmlsed_and then proven, that a high rhenium content in the ASTAR-
811C filler wire compromised these results. This stemmed from the fact the initial rhenium
specification called for 1.0 to 1.5 weight percent. During the performance of this program
that specification was modified to 0.8 to 1.2 weight percent. The bulk of the evaluation mat-
erial was produced with approximately 1.4 weight percen; rhenium. In this series, weld number
3 was produced by first buttering and remachining the faces of the T-111 plate. This preparation
is shown in Figure 10. Although not beneficial in _hls test, buttering could well have merit
if A._TAR-811C filler wire produced to current specifications were used.
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FIGURE10- T-111 PlateWeld Preparationfor Joint Number3 with Edges
. Pre-Buttered Usi ng ASTAR-811C Filler Wire. Prepared as
Shown in Figure 2c.
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Subsequent trials in T-111 plate welding were designed to take advantage of the lower heat
input which can be achieved with the use of higher welding speeds. A three to four fold decrease
in unit weld length heat input is obtained by increasing welding speeu from manual speeds which
are about 7.62 cpm (3 ipm) to 25.4 cpm (10 ipm). This decrease stemt p;'imarily from the orc
dwell time effect which is an inverse function of weld speed (i.e. minutes per inch). The number
of passesin these welds was increased, significantly reducing the heat affected area per pass.
Also, the welding direction was reversed each pass in an attempt to disrupt the epitaxial grain
growth pattern in the weld. All of these changes were expected to be in the direction of less
weld distortion and finer grain size. These procedural fixes seemed to offer some potential but
were not in themselves adequate for eliminating underbead cracking.
The final series of weldments were made to evaluate ASTAR-811C. Initial trials showed ASTAR-
811C program material with 1.4 percent rhenium to be superior to T-111 with respect to the
underbeaa cracking problem. T,_iscan be seen in the dye; Fenetrant resultsshown in Figure 11.
A high sensitivity fluorescent penet.ant t ZL 22, wasused for these tests. Proceduresw,.re
checked to a sensitivity standard of 2.54 x 10-5 cm. (1 x 10-5 inches). The defects apparent in
Figure 11 have an average size of approximately that magnitude. The penetrant tests were
performed on as-polished, unetched samples.
In Figure 11, the ASTAR-811C welds are seen to be considerably better than T-111 with regard
to the underbead cracking as revealed by the dye penetrant. These results seem consistent with
the relative strength concept for matrix versusgrain boundary thermal deformation during weld-
ing. With its lower hafnium content ASTAR-811C would be expected to crack less than T-111.
Proof of this interpretation was achieved by utilizing ASTAR-811C of lower rhenium content
for additional weldments. Theseresults are shown in Figure 12 where virtually no cracking is
seen. The rationale for this effect is that rhenium is such a potent strengthener thut even modest
rhenium increases could result in a deleterious imbalance in relative matrix-grain boundary
strengths. This in turn would cause excessive accommodation of thermal strain by the grain bound-
aries leading to grain boundary cracking.
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22,079 7X 22,082 7X
T-111, Weld T1-A4 3"-111, Weld T1-A5
FIGURE 11 - High Sensitivity Fluorescen| Penetrant Results for GTA Plate Welds.
Indlc_tions of Cracking in ASTAR-811C Result From High Rhenium
Content. See Figure 12 also.
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21,862 7X 23,069 7X
ASTAR-81lC_ Weld T4-A3 ASTAR-81lC, Weld T4-A7
Plate - Heat Number 650056 Plate - Heat Number 650056
Filler - Heat Number 650068 Filler - Heat Number 650056
Heat Number Re Analysis, w/o
650056 1.17
650068 1.34
FIGURE12 - High Sensitivity FluorescentPenetrant Resultsfor Two ASTAR-811C
GTA Plate Welds Showing No Defects When Plate Only or Both Plate
and Filler are Within Specification for Rhenium, 0.8 to 1.2 w/o.
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The sensitivity to rhenium content was further confirmed in Varestralnt testing as described in
the Task II FinaJ Report to this contract (5). Varestraint data for the high rhenium heat had
originally indicated T-111 and ASTAR-811C to be aboJt equal in propensity for "hot cracking"
during welding. Reevaluation using the low rhenium heat of ASTAR-811C resulted in a 70%
decrease in cracking thereby confirming the plate weld results. At this level of Varestraint
cracking other alloys show absolutely no tendency to hot crack in any way during welding.
Hence, utilizing current rhenium specifications, AS_P,-811C should be weldable in muitipass
GTA pJate welds without underbead cracking problems. An interesting aspect of this program
s
is revealed in these results. Namely, the Varestraint test nominally measurespropensity towards
hot cracking in al Ioys having an excessively depressedsolidus. With both T-111 and ASTAR-
811C the Varestraint test appears to be sensitive to f'ot ductility limitations as well as the
"hot short" condition usually associated with hot cracking.
Plate Weld Summary
Underbead crack_,Jg in T-I 11 occurs because of an unfavorable balance of matrix Qndgrain
boundary : engths during thermal deformation in multipass plate welds. The unfavorable balance
resul_ from the high temperature creep strength of the T-111 matrix coupled with the weakening
of the grain boundaries by hafnium segJegation. At normal application temperatures this type
of cracking does not occur. At higher temperatures, as experienced in welding, a typical trans-
ition to grain boundary failure occurs which is exaggerated by the hafnium segregation.
In this respect ASTAR-811C, which contains half as much hafnium as T-111, is much more
resistant to underbead cracking. Comparing ASTAR-811C of differing rhenium contents showed
that matrix strengtheni.-,g had the same relative effect in promoting underbead cracking as did
graft, boundary weakening.
Finally, these results demonstrate that the T-111 underbead cracking might be entirely eliminated
through compositional modification. This could be accomplished by designing a special filler
wire composition. An alternate approach to eliminating underbead cracking using weld proced-
ural controls rather than chemistry modification did not seem to offer significant promise.
_ 34
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4.2 Fracture Toughness Evaluation
4.2.1 Notched Tensile Evaluation
The results of notched-unnotched tensile tests conducted on longitudinal weld specimens in-
dlcate T-111 and ASTAR-811C welds do not display notch sensitivity at temperatures -_slow
as -196°C (-320°F) (liquid nitrogen). A wide range of pre--test _hermal exposures were
evaluated. These included:
• As welded
• As welded plus post-weld anneals of 1 hour at 1205° , 1316°, 1427° , 1538° , 1649° ,
1760°, 1871° and 1982°C (2200°, 2400°, 2600°, 2800°, 3000°, 3200°, 3400°, and
3600°F).
• The above conditions fo_lowed by 1000 hou: aging at 1149°C (2100°F) in ultra-high
vacuum (< 1.33 x 10-6 N/m 2 (< 18-8 torr_ pressure).
Test results are presented for T-11! and ASTAR-g11C in Tables 7 and 8, respectively. All
_"_" for which data are ...... _o.4 T_L.!..... c.... .J loL°, - / -_on°c_ (in
_......... in 7 ...,4 8 wc:e k,_,,u.,.r_, _t -,._, ,.. ,-.,._v , j
liquid nltrogen) using a constant crosshead travel speed of 0.0127 cm/mlnute (0.005 inch/
minute). The effect of strain rate on the notched tensile behavior was investigated by testing
a set of aged T-111 welds at a ci'osshead travel speed of 1.27 cm/mlnute (0.5 inch/mlnute).
The results of these tests, also performed at -1960C (-320°F), are presented in Table 9 and
are quite similar to those for aged r-111spec;mens r_ported in Table 7.
Initially the program go"l was to determine the notched tensile transition temperature - i.e.
the temperature below which the no;.:h.-strength-ratlo (NSR) is less than unity - but this temp-
erature appears to be below -196°C (-320°F), the lowest test temperature used. The extremely
low values of tensile elongation seen for unnotchecl ASTAR-811C welds al -196°C (-320°F)
prompted the determination of the notched-unnotched tensile properties of aged and unaged
ASTAR-,._ _C at -46°C (-50°F). These results e-e presented in Table 10. Comparison wlth
the datQ of Table 8 _eveals the tensile elongation has ;ncreased considerably and the NSR
values are now more uniform. Nevertheless, the fact the -196°C (-320°F) values of the NOR
are greater than unity indicates no true notch ser.sitivity exists at that temperature. The data
o_ Tables 7 and 8 arid observations regarding fracture mode are summarized as follows:
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Test Condition (a) Notched S_eclmens Unnotched S_ecimens NS(notched) (b)
NS, ksi Kt UTS, ksi % Elong. UTS(unnotched)
-- i i I
As Welded 180.8 3.8 151.2 15.6 1.20
As Welded + Aged 146.4 4.2 134.6 11.0 1.09
1 Hr.-2200°F PWA 171.7 3.8 142.0 16.5 1.21
" ' + Aged 141.3 4.2 129.7 5.4 1.09
O1 Hr.-2400 F PWA 168.7 3.8 144,7 18.-_ 1.17
" " + Aged 146.7 4.2 129.1 2.4 1.14
1 Hr.-2600°F PWA 163.8 4.2 143.2 20.5 1,14
" " + Aged 149.1 129.0 4.4 1.,6
1 Hr.-2800OF PWA 162.8 4.2 140.6 18.9 1.16
" " + Aged 132.0 4.2 130,9 8.4 1.01
1 Hr.-3000°F PWA 162.5 4.2 137.6 13.0 1.!8
" " * Aged 142., 4.6 127.8 1.3 1,11
1 Hr.-3200°F PWA 168.2 3,8 138.9 18.9 1.21
" " + Aged 151.5 4.2 133.5 12.5 1.13
! Hr.-3400°F ,C_VA 168.5 3.8 139.8 18.9 1.21
I " " + A_ied 143.4 4.6 130.8 9.0 1.!0
l Hr.-3600°F PWA 162. i 3.8 131.9 15.3 1.23• " " + Aged 145,9 4.2 127.1 6.3 1.15i • I I I i
All testsat -- 320°F usi_g 0.005 inch/mlnute crossheadtravel speed.
(a) All aging was for 1000 hoursat 2100°F .
(b) Equivalent tn the notch-strength ratio (NSR).
TABLE 7 - Notched-Unnotched Tensile Data for Longitudinal GTA
Welds in 0.089 cm ( 0.035 inch) T-111 Sheet.
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Test Condition (a) Notcheg Specimens Unnotched Specimens NS (notched) (b)
NS, 107 N/'m 2 Kt UTS, 107 N/m 2 % Flong. UTS (unnotched)
As Welded 124.7 3.8 104.2 15.6 1.20
As Welded + Aged 100.9 4.2 92.8 11.0 1.09
! Hr.-1205°C FWA 118.4 3.8 97.9 16.5 1.21
" " + Aged 97.4 4.2 89.4 5.4 1.09
1 Hr.-1316°C PWA 116.3 3.8 99,8 18.4 1.17
" " + Aged 101.1 4.2 89.0 2.4 1.14
I Hr.-1427°C PWA 112.9 4.2 98.7 20.5 ;.14
" " + Aged 102.8 4.6 88.9 4_4 1.16
1 Hr.-1538°C PWA 112.2 4.2 96.9 18.9 1.16
" " _ Aged 91.0 4.2 90.2 8.4 1.01
1 Hr.-1649°C PWA 112.0 4.2 94.9 13.0 i. i_
" " + Aged 98.0 4.6 88.1 1.3 1.11
1 Hr.-1760°C PWA 116.0 3.8 95.8 18.9 1.21
" " + Aged 104.4 4,2 92.0 12.5 1.13
1 Hr.-1871°C PWA 116.2 3.8 96.3 18.9 1.21
l o i1 Hr.q982°C PWA 111.8 3.8 90.9 15.3 1.23" " + Aged 100.6 4.2 87.6 6.3 1.15
Al: tests at -196°C using 0.0127 cm./minute crossheud travel speed.
(a) All aging was for 1000 hours at 1149°C,
(b) Equivalent to the notch-strength ratio (NSR).
TABLE7a - Not'ched-Unnotched Tensile Data for Longitudinal GTA Welds in
T-Ill 0.089 cm. (0.035 inch) 3he_t
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iTest Cor_d_Hon(a) Notched Specimens Unnotched Specimens NS(notched) (b)
NS, ks: K UTS, ksi % Elong. UTS(unnotched)
j tii i I i
As Welded !88.! J 3.9 !6!.3 0.0 !.!7
As Welded + Aged 172.6 3.9 141.1 0.9 1.22
1 Hr.-2200°F PWA 158.7 3.9 147.7 2.3 1.07
" " t Aged 155.1 3.9 142.4 0.6 i.09
1 Hr.-2400°F PWA 169.7 3.9 152.5 i.0 1.11
" " + Aged 165.5 I 3.9 143.7 1.0 1.15
1 Hr.-2600°F PWA 161.5 3.9 156.0 1.1 1.04
" " + Aged 168.1 3.9 140.6 1.1 1.20I
1 Hr.-280O°F P'WA 172.4 3.9 152.8 1.0 1.13
" " + Aged 153.6 3.9 142.3 0.5 1.08
1 Hr.-3000°F PWA (c) 3.9 155.7 10.7
" " + Aged 167.4 3.9 146.5 2.9 1.14
i ,-Ir.-3200°F PWA 174.9 3.9 I_0.4 7.2 1.16
" ' + Aged 143.7 3.9 142.2 1.9 1.01
I Hr.-3400°F PWA 181.8 3.9 157.7 12.9 1.15
J II II
+ Aged 161.5 3.9 139.9 1.4 1.15I
j i t-" .-3600°F PWA 188.8 3.9 159.2 4.4 i. 19I II
j + Aged 136.1 3.9 135.9 0.4 1.00
iiiii ii i i
A ', tests at -- 320°F using 0.005 inch/mlnute crosshead traw.' speed except the as-welded
specimens which were accidentally tested at 0.5 inch/minute.
, (a) All aging was for 1000 hours at 2100 F,
(b) Equivalent to the notch-strength ratio (NSR).
(c) Specimen broke on Io_ding.
TABLE 8 - Notched-Unnctched Tensile Data ,CorLongitudinal GTA
Welds in 0.089 cm (0.035 inch ) ASTAR-811C Sheet.
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I Test Condition (a) Notched_,Speci,_e_[._ Unnotched Speclmens._ NS (notched)]'_
I NS, 10' N/m': K t UTS, 107 N/m': % Elong. UTS (unnotched)m_
As Welded 130.0 3.9 111.2 0.0 1.17
As Welded 4 Aged 119.0 3.9 97.3 0.9 1.22
1 Hr.-1205°C PWA 109.4 3.9 101.8 2.3 1.07
" " + Aged 106.9 3.9 98.2 0.6 1.09
1 Hr.-1316°C PWA 117.0 3.9 105.1 1.0 1.11
" " + Aged 114.! 3.9 99.! 1.0 1.15
1 Hr.-1427°C PWA 111.4 3.9 107.6 i.1 1.04
" " + Aged 115.9 3.9 96.9 1. i 1.20
1 Hr.-1538°C PWA 118.9 3.9 105.4 1.0 1.13
" " + Aged 105.9 3.9 98.1 0.5 1.08
1 Hr.-1649°C PWA (c) 3.9 107.4 10.7 ....
" " + Aged 115.4 3.9 101.0 2.9 i.14
1 Hr.-1760°C PWA 120.6 3.9 103.7 7.2 1.16
" " + Aged 99.1 3.9 98.0 1.9 1.01
1 Hr.-1871°C PWA 125.4 3.9 108.7 12.? 1.i5
" " + Aged 111.4 3,9 96.5 1.4 1.15
1 Hr.-1982°C PWA 130.2 3.9 109.8 4.4 1.19
" " + Aged 93.8 3.9 93.7 0.4 1.00
All tests at -196°C using 0.0127 c.../minute crosshead travel speed except the as-welded
specimens which were accider:tally tested at 1.27 cm./minute.
(a) All aging was for 1000 hours at 1149°C.
(b) Equivalent to the notch-strength ratio (NSR).
(c) Specimen broke on loading.
TABLE 8a - Notched-Un,iotched Tensile Data for Longitudinal GTA Welds in
ASTA_:-811C 0.089 cm. (0.035 inch)Sheet
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Test , , Notched Specimens UnnotchedSF_.clmens I NS(n°tched) (b)
Condition _a) NSI ksi K UTS,ks| % Elang. UTS(unnotched)t
II i
As Welded 129.9 4.2 131.4 3.5 0.99
1 Hr.-2200°F PWA 150.7 4.2 135.8 1.2 1.11
1 Hr.-2400°F PWA 155.9 4.2 136.5 2.6 1.14
1 Hr.-2600°F PWA 151.1 4.2 132.9 3.4 1.14
1 Hr.-2800°F PWA 153.7 4.6 133.5 0.4 1.15
1 Hr.-3000°F PWA 159.6 4.2 132.3 0.5 1.21
1 Hr.-3200°F PWA 140.3 4.2 129.5 1.8 1.08
1 Hr.-3400°F PWA 149.9 4.2 129.1 0.3 1.16
1 Hro-3600°F PWA 150.6 4.2 144.7 0.2 1.04
All testsat -320°F using0.5 in/mln crossheadtravel speed.
(a) All specimensaged 1000hoursat 2100°F prior to testing.
(b) 5q_ivalent to the notch-_trengthratio (NSR).
TABLE9 - High Strain Rate Notched-UnnotchedTensile Data for Long-
itudinal GTA Welds in 0.089 cm (0,035 inch) T-111 Sheet.
I
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Notched Specimens Unnotched Specimens NS(notched)(b)
Test _ UTS(unnotched)
Conditlon(a) NS, 107N/m2 Kt UTS, 107N/m2 % Elong.
As Welded 89.6 4.2 90.6 3.5 0.99
I
1 Hr.-1205°C PWA 103.9 4.2 93.6 1.2 1.11
1 Hr.-1316°C PWA 107.5 4.2 94.1 2.6 1.14
1 Hr.-1427Cc F'WA 104.2 4.2 91.6 3.4 1.14
1 Hr.-1538°C PWA 106.0 4.6 92.0 0.4 1.15
i " " ohr.- 1649 C rvv_..... 11""u.u ._.',:" 91. ,:"_ v..,n: 1.21
1 Hr.-1760°C PWA 96.7 4.2 89.3 1.3 1.08
1 Hr.-1871°C PWA 103.4 4.2 89.0 0.3 1.16
1 Hr.-1982°C PWA 103.8 4.2 99.8 0.2 1.04
All tests at - 196°C using i.27 cm/minute crossheadtravel speed.
(a) All specimensaged 1000 hoursat 1149°C prk." to testing.
(b) Equivalent to the notch--strengthratio (NSR) .
TABLE9a - High Strain Rate Notch_d-Unnotched Tensi!e Data for Long_
tud_nal GTA Welds in 0.089 cm (0.035 inch) T-111 Sheet.
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I ......... ! ITest Cor_dition (a) Notched Specimens Unnotched Specimens NS(notched) (b)' l',Jqha: k" irr¢ i..: o/ _l__- UTS(unnotched)
I As Welded 161.9 3.9 136.8 6.0 1.18
As Weldpd + Aged i i3.6 3.9 102.6 16.2 1.11
I Hr.-2200°F I_'VA 124.6 3.9 117.2 18.3 1.16
" " + Aged 115.5 3.9 106.2 16.7 1.09
1 Hr.-24G0°F PWA 124o2 3.9 106.0 15.1 1.17
" " + Aged 120.5 3.9 105.3 18.9 1.14
! Hr.-2600°F PWA !28.4 3.9 109.0 11.2 1.18
" " + Aged 118.8 3.9 104.0 7.9 1.14
1 Hr.-2800°F PWA 123.5 3.9 11i.8 10.8 i.10
" " + Aged 111.6 3.9 103.0 17.4 1.08
1 Hr.-3000°F PWA 127.6 3.9 111.1 19.0 1.15
" " + Aged 117.8 3.9 103.4 21.2 1.14
1 Hr.-3200°F PWA 124.3 3.9 113.7 19.9 i.20
" " + Aged 116.6 3.9 98.2 16.8 1.18
1 Hr.-3400°F PWA 131.4 3.9 110.A 11.8 1.19
" " + Aged 114.0 3.9 102.8 14.7 1.11
1 Hr.-3600°F PWA 134.5 3.9 110.3 16.2 1.22
" " " + Aged 109.4 3.9 102.3 11.0 1.07
All testsat -- 50°F using 0.005 inch/minute crosshead travel speed.
' (a) A!I aging was for 1000 hours at 2100°F.
(b) Equivalent to the notch-s.rength ratio (NSR).
TABLE 10 - Notched-Unnotched Ter,::.!e Data for Longitudinal GTA Welds
in 0._89 cm (0.035 inch) ASTAR-811C Sheet. All Tests at
- 4_)°C (-50°F).
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Notched Specimens Unnotched Specimens NS (notched)(b)
Test Condition (a) ....
NS, 107 N/m 2 i Kt UTS, 107 N/m 2 % Eiong. UTS (ur,notched)
As Welded 111.6 3.9 94.3 6.0 1.18
As Welded + Aged 78.3 3.9 70.7 16.2 1.11
1 Hr.-1205°C PWA 85.9 3.9 80.8 18.3 1.16
" " + Aged 79.6 3.9 73.2 16.7 1.09
1 Hr.-1316°C PWA 85.6 3.9 73.1 15.1 1.17
" " + Aged 83.1 3.9 72.6 18.9 1.14
1 Hr.-1427°C PWA 88.5 3.9 75.2 11.2 1.18
" " + Aged 81.9 3.9 71,7 7.9 1.14
1 Hr.-1538°C PWA 85.2 3.9 77.1 10.8 1.10
" " + Aged 76.9 3.9 71.0 17.4 1.08
1 Hr.-1649°C PWA 88.0 3.9 76.6 19.0 1.15
" " + Aged 81.2 3.9 71.3 21.2 1.!4
1 Hr.-1760°C PWA 85.7 3.9 78.4 19.9 1.20
" " + Aged 80.4 3.9 67.7 16.8 1.18
1 Hr.-1871°C PWA 90.6 3.9 76.1 11.8 1.19
" " + Aged 78.6 3.9 70.9 i4.7 1.11
1 Hr.-1982°C PWA 92.7 3.9 76.0 16.2 1.22
" " + Aged 75.4 3.o 70.5 11.0 1.07
i
All tests at -46°C using 0.0127 cm./minute crosshead travel speed.
(a) All aging was for 1000 hours at 1149°C.
(b) Equivalent to the notch.strength ratio (NSR).
TABLE 10a - NotchecI-Unnotched Tensile Data for Longitudinal GTA Welds
in 0.089 cm6 (0.035 inch) ASTAR-811 Sheet. All tests at
-46°C (-50 F).
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Notch-strength-ratio Unnotched Tensile Elongation
AIIoy Aged Unaged A_ed Unaged
T-111 1.01 - 1.16 1.14 - 1.23 2 - ]4% 13 - 20%
ASTAR-811C 1.00 - 1.22 1.04 - 1.19 0.4 - 3% 0 - 13%
For both alloys the tensile strength decreesed following aging at 1149°C (2100°F). Notched
specimens failed at the notches in all cases. A significant decrease in the tensile elongation
of the unaged weld specimens resulted from the aging. Despite "this fact the notch--strength-
ratio values were relatively unchanged for either alloy after aging. Values of the notch-
strength-ratio of T-111 welds agree well with the 1.15 value found by Amrnon and Begley
using notched tensile tests on base metal of the origlnal development heats of T-111 (7).
Estimates of the reduction in area of the notched and unnotched spe,ci_ens are virtually
impossibledue to the very coarse, oriented grain si_ucture of the GTA weld specimens.
The only significant variation in behavior between T-111 and ASTAR-811C welds was the
fracture mode. Fractures in T-111 appear to have been the result of sheqr processes. Unaged
T-111 welds invariably failed by transgranular shear while in aged specimens intergranular
shear was more prominent. Fractures in ASTAR-811C welds were predeminantly cleavage-
type in appearance. Ihterestingly, the higher elongation specimens, tested at -46°C (-50°F)
(Table 10)_ displayed transgranular shear as the dominant failure mode.
An obvious and important conclusion can be inferred from the_e results. De._plte the varied
, post-weld thermal exposures,someof which produced slgnlf|cant microstructural changes,
T-111 and ASTAR-811C demonstrate a remarkable resistance to notch sensitivity to tempera-
tures at least as low as -_.96°C (-320°F). Details of i-he mlcrostructural responsesobserved
will be deferred to a later section of this report. It is particularly worthwhile to note that
despite quite low tensile elongations of several of the ASTAR-811C welds _he notch-strength-
ratios were still greater than unity. Hence, even at temperatures where relatively little
tensile ductility is retained the alloy is not notch sensitive.
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Several aspects of the te_t data make a completely tractable explanation or discussion of the
results somewl at difficult. The bulk of our knowledge regarding the loss of ductility in body-
centered-cublc metals at low temperatures has been derived from efforts to understand the
factors responsible for brittle fracture. The "non-brlttie" failures, particularly those of T-111,
do not tend themselves to direct application of this knowledge. General consideration of
some of these factors does, boy,or=r, allow ceri'aln observations and conclusions to be made.
The occurrence of cleavage as _he primary fracture mode is no._an immutable feature of the
crystalline lattice. Three basic facto r . known to contribute to or promote the occurrence of
brittle cleavage-type fractures (8). They are .
i - a trlaxial state of stre_s
il - low test temperatures
iii- a high strain (or loading) ra._e
All three factors need not be present simultaneously to produce brittle fracture. Brittle fract-
ures in service are most often induced by a combination of (i) and (il). The presence of a notch
results in mu!tlaxial stresses ( more probably biaxial :han triaxial for the sheet specimens em-
ployed in this study ) and stee_ :hess gradients ; hence, notched tensile tests are widely used
to determine whether or not a material is notch-sensltlve and thereby likely to be prone to
brittle failure. For commonality or convenience the condlflon when the notch-strength-ratlo
becomes less than unity is taken to be the point at which the material becomes notch sensitive.
Our knowledge of brittle f_lure in metals establishes reasonably well that Gri frith-type
flaws (.L_. ot a pro-ex_stlng nature) _._enot the source of cleavage cracks, except possibly
where the grain boundaries are extremely weak. Equally well established is the fact even ex-
tremely brittle metals exhibit some measure ,.c slip or twinning prior to frac_u,e. Both of these
observations enforce a Zener-type model baseclon the pileup of dlslocatlons as providing the
stress concentrations necessary for the initiation and propagation of cleavage. Detailed con-
sideration of the atomlstics of the various models and their refinements are not germane to
this discussion and will not be pursued further. The interested reader is referred to the recent
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review by Rosenfield, et al (9). Of the consequences of the dislocation pileup model for the
initiation and propagation of cleavage, one important feature is the prediction that the crit-
ical stressrequired is inversely proportional to the average grain diameter. This effect appears
related to the mean free slip length. Hence, large grain size , implying large uninterrupted
slip distances, would be expected to lead to relatively low values for the cleavage stressand
greater probability for crack nucleation. Hence, in this respect welds represent a more severe
test condition per se than base metal.
The concept of transition temperature and the utilization of this concept depend critically
on the criteria by which one measuresor defines ductility. The notch toughnessof a material
should really be considered in termsof two distinct transition temperatures (8,10) These are :
Ductility Transition Temperature (DTT) - normally defined for notch tensile tests as the
temperature at which the reduction in area decreases to one-
half its typical or mcximum value, and,
Fracture Appearance Transition Temperature (F'ATT) - the temperature at which the mode
of failure changes from predominant separat,on along shear
planes to predominant cleavage.
Dieter (8) points out the DTT is re!ated to the fracture-initiation tendencies of the material
while the FATT is more intimately related to its fracture-propagation characterlsKcs. ( While
these commentsrelate primarily to fractures during notch-impact testing, since the cleavage
stress is only weakly dependent on strain rate they should apply equally well to any other
test involving notch-fracture relaHonships.) In the region between the DTT and the FATT
fractures ma;, be difficult to initiate but once initiated are expected to propagate easily.
In termsof the above definitions it appears we can say with a reasonable degree of certainty
that both the fracture appearance- and ductility-transltlon temperatures of GTA welds in T-111
sheet are well below-196°C (-320°F). Further_ the data strongly suggeststhe fracture
appearance transition temperature of GTA sheet welds in ASTAR-811C is well above -196°C
(-320°F) but the ductility transition temperature is probably below that temperature. -46°C
(-50°F ") is clearly above both transition ten _eraturesfor ASTAR-811C welds. In fairness
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to the ASTAR-811C results it should be pointed out that the ductility transition temperature
is usually more pertinent to service performance, because if it is difficult to initiate a crack,
then it becomes rather unnecessary to v_,ry about its propagation (8)."
Simply slated i_ _umr,,a,y, no notch sunsitivity has been found in as-welded "_ost-weid annealed,
or aged GTA w_. • in T-111 or ASTAR-811C sheet at temperatures as low as -196°C (-320°F).
4.2.2 High Temperature Tensile Evaluation
The results of the room temperature and elevated temperature tensile tests on sheet weld spec-
imens of T-111 and ASTAR--811C ore presented in tabular form in Tables 11 and 12, respect-
ively. The stress-strain curves revealed yield point effects in the unaged T-111 welds tested
at room temperature and 538°C (1000°F) as well as displaying Portevln-LeChatelier discontinuous
yielding at 982°C (1800°F). Yield point effects were not detected for unaged ASTAR-811C weld
specimens but discontinuous yielding was observed in the 982°C (1900°F) tests. With regard to
the thermal exposure variables, post-weld annealing and aging, the data of Tables 11 and 12
can be summarized as follows:
Post-weld Annea!;ng Effects
• Post-weld annealing lowered the room temperature and 538°C (10(.,0°F) tensile strength
of unaged T-111 and ASTAR-811C. This may I:e due to a reduction of the carbon
supersaturatlon in the rapidly coolgd sheet welds. The effect is much more pronounced
in the hlgher-carbon ASTAR-811C than in T-11 I.
• The effects noted are independent of the pc'ticular post-weld annealing temperature
employed.
• There appears to be no effect on either the uniform or total _longatlon values of
either alloy.
• No influence was noted on the fracture mode of either alloy. This varied only as a
function of tes_ temperatu,e and is discussedsepcJratelyin a later sectlon.
• Microstructural effects, per se, are dlscussed separately in a later section of thi_ r_port.
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Test Test UTS b_i ! 0.2-_/oY.'_. _ks; % Unff. Elon.qafion % Tom! Elonqat_on
i o
Condition Temp._ F) !Unaged Aged Ur'aged Aged Unaged A.aed Unag,ed A,ged
.i , i |
As Welded R.T. 93.9 83.8 74.3 73.1" 12.4 18.4 I 24.8 24.91000 58,4 55. 37. 39.3 4.2 6.6 .3 3.2
1£O0 5&6 53.2 35.8 32.6 ; 1.3 13.6 ._,.,""_ 19.7
2100 49.4 44.0 33.9 31.1 6.2 9.2 10.2 13.6
2400 35.3 34.4 26.9 26.4 5.6 3.4 7.6 5.9
2600 29.2 29.5 25.9 23.8 2.9 3.1 5.6 4.1
i R i I
1 Hr.-2200°F R.T. 88.4 85.8 75.8* 74.0* 12.9 19.3 22.8 27.4
PWA 1000 57.0 55.0 43.9 39.3 14.0 16.8 21.6 22.2
1800 57.8 52.8 37.8 32.2 12.4 14.7 17.2 17.6
2100 45.5 42.4 33.0 29.1 6.3 7.4 9.3 9.5
2400 34.2 36.2 26.8 29.0 4. I 3.8 7.2 6.3
2600 28.4 30.1 23.0 23.9 2.5 3.4 5.1 4.5
!
1 Hr.-2400°F R.T. 87.9 86,2 76.4* 74.3* 12.8 15.2 22.9 22.4
PWA 1000 61.0 54.8 52.9* 38.3 15.1 15.3 25.8 22.7
1800 55.5 53.2 33.1 32.3 15.4 13.6 21.6 18.6
2100 48.5 43.9 32.3 3,.,, 13.1 7.9 15.8 _1"_
2400 35.1 36.3 28.6 27.6 4.0 4.0 6.5 ,.,
2600 28.8 29.8 24.8 25.0 2.6 2.8 4.8 5.2
m, t
O i1 Hr.-2600 Fi R.T. 88,8 86.5 76.9* 74,1" 13.6 18.4 23.3 26.0
PWA 1000 56.4 54.2 43.3* 38.7 20.6 14.4 26.1 21.8
1800 57.9 53.2 33.0 32.7 16.3 14.2 21.2 16.6
2100 47,9 44.6 31.6 ,,0.0 13.5 9,9 20.6 13.0
2400 35.4 33.8 27.7 27.1 4.5 4.3 7.6 5.8
2600 27,6 30.0 22.7 25.1 3.0 2.8 5.1 4.1
' Hr.-2800°F .....1 R.T. 88,3 85.5 73.3* 73.4* 14.8 17.1 25.4 24.7
\ PWA 1000 58.9 57.0 46.9* 39.3* 20.4 19.2 29.8 26.2
1800 57.4 51.8 32.8 30.6 15.8 13.0 21.6 15.9
2100 46.9 41.8 29.2 28.8 13.2 9.0 18.2 10.6
2400 32.4 36.0 27.3 27.8 5.1 5.0 8.2 5.8
, 2600 27.9 28.0 22.4 24.0 3.3 2.7 5.6 4.2
All aging was 1000 hrs. - 2100°F at < 10 -8 torr pressure.
* Upper _ield stress
0.05 m|n " strain rate used throughout all elevated temperature tests. Room temoerature
tests conducted at 0.005 mm to 0.6% strain, then 0.05 mln -1 to fracture.
, TABLE11 - TensileTest Data for Longitu_;n_lGTA ,_/ei : i,, 0.089 cm
(0.035 inch) T-111 .C'_eetin th_ Aged and UnagedConditions.
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' iTest Test UTS ksl 0.2% Y.S. I ksi % Unlf. Elon3. % "rotcl E!ong.
I I
Conditlon Temp.(°F) "l_na,ge'_ Aged Unaged Aged Unaged Aged Unage,-I Aged
i __.L.
1 Hr.-3000°F _,r. 85.8 85.5 72.1" 70.2 13.8 15.5 2_.1 22.8
PWA 1000 54.8 55.5 42.1 38.1 19.5 17,2 28.1 22.0
1800 57.7 52.4 J 32.2 31oi !4.7 13.'t 22.4 17.4 ;
2100 47.2 42.1 " 29._. 29.2 13.6 8.5 !7.5 ! 1.1I
2400 J 33.9 34.3 25.2 2T,8 4.9 I 3.7 7.2 5.3
260(1 ! 26.9 28.8 22.3 24.,, 3.4 .1 6.1 5.8
1 Hr.-3200°F R.T. 85.1 83.9 70.7* 73.5* 13.8 15.6 22.4 21.0
PWA 1000 58.2 57.0 43.0 41.0" 16.7 19.4 24.t3 25.3
1800 55.9 53.0 30.4 30.4 13.6 15.9 17.:,; 20. I
2100 45.1 43.3 26.8 28.5 11.7 110.2 16.0 13.5
2400 34.2 34.1 24.8 27.5 6.0 I 3.6 9.1 4.8
2600 26.7 27.3 21.5 21.7 3.3 3.7 5.4 6.3
1 Hr.-3400°F I"- 83.5 85.0 69.8* 72.8* 12.5 18.7 19.6 26.8
1000 57.5 55.6 42.4 38.3* 18.4 19.8 30.5 24.4
1800 52.1 52,1 27.8 29.8 15.1 16.6 22.7 20.6
2100 45.8 40.8 27 0 27.4 10.4 9.2 14.6 12.0
2400 33.9 34.1 24.9 26.2 6.5 3.8 8.6 5.6 '
2600 28.4 27.9 21.8 22.0 4.8 4. I 7.2 5.5 ,
I Hr.-3600°F R.T. 80.2 82.6 69.3* 71.7" J _3.6 17.8 20_6 23.2
PWA 1000 51.4 55 0 36.,5 3,'.5" j .... 8 19.0 25.1 28.4
1800 53.0 46.4 28./ 26.5 16.8 12.1 22.0 17.2
2100 43.0 42.7 26.1 26.;' 8.4 8.6 12.8 11.6
2400 34,3 34.6 25.0 26.0 6.0 4.4 8.9 5.3
2600 28.5 28.5 22.9 21.6 3.7 3.4 5.1 5.6
I
All aging was 1000 hours - 2100°F at< 10-8 torr pressure.
* Upper yield stress
0.05 min _l-ain ra_e used throughout all elevated temperature tests. P,oomtemperature
o . • --|
tests conducted at 0.005 mm-1 to 0.6% strata, then 0.05 mm thro'Jgh fracture.
TABLE 11(Cont.) - Tensile Test Data f._r Longitudinal GTA Welds in 0.089 cm
|,(0.035 inch) T-111 Sheet in the Aged and .,naged _onditlons_
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Test Test° UTS, 107N/ ,12 107 N/m % Unif. Elon._ %Total Elong,
Condition Temp.(C) Unaged'Age_ jUnaged. Aged UnagedI, Aged. Unaged Aged
As Welded R.T. 64.7 57.8 51.2 50.4 12.4 18, ; 24.8 24,9
538 40.3 138.5 25.7 27.1 i4.2 16.6 24.3 23.2
982 40.4 36.7 24.7 22.5 11.3 13.6 16.9 19.7
1149 34.1 30.3 23.4 21.4 6.2 9.2 10.2 13.6
1316 24.3 23.7 18.5 18.2 5.6 3.4 7.6 5.9
1427 20.1 20.3 17.8 16,4 2,9 3.1 5.6 '#,.1
,, ,,,, ,, .....
1 Hr.-1205°C K.T. 6!,0 59.2 52.3 51.0 12.9 19.3 22.8 27.4
PWA 538 39.3 137.9 30.3 27.1 14.0 16.8 21.6 22.2
982 39.8 36.4 26.1 22.2 12.4 14.7 17.2 17.6
1149 31.4 29.2 22.8 20.1 6.3 7.4 9.3 9.5
1316 23.6 24.9 18.5 20.0 4.1 3,8 7.2 6.3
1427 19.6 20.8 15.8 16.5 2.5 3.4 5.1 4.5
, , ,,,,
* .
1 Hr.-1316°C R.T. 60.6 59,4 52,7, 51.2 12.8 15.2 22.9 22.4
PWA 538 42.1 37.8 36.5 26.4 15.1 15.3 25.8 22.7
982 38.3 36.7 22.8 22.3 15.4 13.6 21.6 18.6
1149 33.4 30.3 22.3 21.0 13.1 7.9 15.8 11.2
1316 24.2 25.0 19.7 19.0 4.0 I 4.0 6.5 6.2
1427 19,8 20.5 17.1 17.2 2.6 2.8 4.8 5.2
• , m i
Hr.-1427°C 61.2 59,6 53.0_ 51.1" 13.6 18.4 23.3 26.01 R.T.
PWA 538 38.9 37.4 29.8 26,7 20.6 14.4 26.1 21.8
982 39.9 36.7 22.8 22.5 16.3 14.2 21.2 16.6
1149 33.0 30.8 21.8 20.7 13.5 9.9 20.6 13.0
1316 24.4 23,3 19.1 18.7 4.5 4.3 7.6 5.8
1427 19.0 20.7 15.6 17.3 3.0 2.8 5.1 4.1
* 14.8 17.1 25.4 24.71 Hr.-1538°C R.T. 60.9 59.0 50.5_ 50.6,
PWA 538 40.6 39.3 32.3 27.1 20.4 19.2 29.8 26.2
982 39.6 35.7 22.6 21.1 15.8 13.0 21.6 15.9
1149 32.3 28.8 20.1 19.8 13.2 9.0 18.2 10.6
1316 22.3 24.8 18.8 19,2 5.1 5.0 8.2 5.8
1427 19.2 19.3 15.4 16.5 3.3 2.7 5.6 4.2
All aging was 1000 hrs. 1149°C at < 2.33 x 10-6 N/m 2 pressure.
*Upper yle_d stress
0.05 rain- strain rate used throyghout all elevated temperature 1tests. Room temperaturetests conducted at 0.005 mln- to 0.6% strain, then 0.05 rain" to fracture.
TABLE 1la - Tensile Test Data for Longitudinal GTA Welds in 0.089 cm. (0.035 inch)
T-111 Sheet in the Agecl and Unaged Conditions.
1972012837-062
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Test Test UTS, 107N/m 2 107 N/m 2 % Unlf. Elong, %Total Elong.
Condition Temp.(°C) Unaged Aged Unaged Aged Un'aged Aged Unaged Agec_
m, , ,,,i
1 Hro-1649°C R.T. 59.2 59.0 49.7 48.4 13.8 15,5 21,1 22.8
PWA 538 37.8 38.3 29.0 26.3 19.5 17.2 28.1 22.0
982 39.8 36.1 22.2 21.4 14.7 13.4 22.4 17,4
1149 32.5 29.0 20.3 20.1 13,6 8.5 17,5 11.1
131.6 23.4 23.6 17,4 19,2 4,9 3.7 7.2 5.3
1427 18.5 19.8 15.4 16.5 3.4 3.1 6.1 5.8
1 Hr.-1760°C R.T. 58.7 57.8 48.7 50.7 13.8 15.6 22.4 21,0
PWA 538 40.1 39.3 29.6 z8.3 16.7 19.4 24.8 25.3
982 38.5 36.5 21.0 21.0 13.6 15.9 17.0 20.1
1149 31_1 29.9 18.5 19.7 11.3 10.2 16.0 13.5
1316 23.6 23.5 17.1 19.0 6.0 3.6 9.1 4.8
1427 18.4 18.8 14.8 15.0 3.3 3.7 5.4 6.3
! Hro-1871°C R.T. 57.6 58.6 48.1" 50.2* 12.5 18.7 19.6 26,8
538 39.6 38.3 29.2 26.4* 18.4 19.8 30.5 24.4
982 35.9 35.9 19.2 20.5 15.1 16.6 22.7 20.6
1149 31.6 28.1 18.6 18.9 10.4 9.2 14.6 12.0
1316 23.4 23.5 17.2 18.1 6.5 3.8 8.6 5.6
1427 19.6 19.2 15.0 15,'_ 4.8 4.1 7.2 5.5
1 Hr.-1982°C R.T. 55.3 57.0 47.8* 49.4_ 13.6 17.8 20.6 23.2
PWA 538 35.4 37.9 25.2 27.2 15.8 19.0 25.1 28.4
982 36.5 32.0 19.8 18.3 16.8 12.1 22.0 17.2
1149 29.6 29.4 18.0 18.4 8.4 8.6 12.8 11.6
1316 23.6 23.8 17.2 17.9 6.0 4.4 8.9 5.3
1427 19.6 19.6 15.8 14.9 3.7 3.4 5.1 5.6
=,,
All aging was 1000 hours - 1149°C at _,2.33 x 10-6 N/m 2 pressure.
*Upper yield stress
0.05 rain "1 strain rate used throughout all elevated temperature tests. Room temperature
tests conducted at 0.005 min -1 to 0.6% strain, then 0.05 rain -1 through fracture.
TABLE 1la (Cont.) - Tensile Test Data for Longitudinal GTA Welds in 0.089 cm. (0.035 inch)
T-111 Sheet in the Aged and Unaged Conditions.
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Test Test UTS r ksi 0.2% Y.S. r ksi % Unlf. Elonq. %Total Elong.
Condition Temp.(°F) Unaged Aged Unaged Aged Unaged Aged UnagedJAged
l,
As Welded R.T. 126.0 102.1 110.6 82.9 12.2 13.7 14.8 16.4
1000 118.0 62.3 78.7 43.2 11.1 14.5 14.6 19.5
1800 77.9 57.6 43.7 37.5 13.4 12.2 16.1 15.1
2100 67.5 50.0 49.Q 36.1 13.3 13.7 16.5 23.6
2400 47.4 43.2 34.5 35.5 7.4 8.6 19.2 21.7
2600 41.8 37.6 33.7 33.2 5.8 4.2 17.1 9.0
'1 Hr.-2200°F R.T. 105.0 101.8 84.1 83.7 15.6 14.9 21.2 15.3
PWA 1000 70.4 63.4 43.2 43.2 12.8 17.0 13.7 21.1
1800 74.6 57.5 42.0 37.8 14.9 12.0 17.6 15.1
2100 60.1 50.3 36.7 36.4 12.8 11.9 15.6 19.5
2400 47.0 43.0 34.1 35.2 9.2 7.5 24.3 18.2
2600 39.4 38.2 34.9 31.9 6.1 4.0 11.5 6.6
1 Hr.-2400°F R.T. 105.0 102.3 85.8 82.3 14.5 14.4 18.8 18.9
PWA 1000 72.2 64.9 45.7 43.2 10.6 15.9 14.4 22.0
1800 74.7 58.6 38.2 37.1 13.8 _,5.0 15.2 17.8
2100 58.1 51.5 38.5 36.8 12.3 12.8 15.5 18.6
2400 45.0 43.9 35.0 35.1 8.3 7.8 19.7 17.2
2600 39.0 38.7 33.1 33.4 6.7 5.2 14.0 11.6
1 Hr.-2600°F R.T. 103.4 98.6 87.7 81.1 7.9 8.6 11.4 8.6
PWA 1000 71.4 63.5 47.5 43.8 9.7 16.2 13.0 19.5
1800 74.9 58.4 38.1 36.8 14.3 13.2 18.3 16.8
2100 62.4 50.7 39.4 35.0 13.1 11.4 16.8 21.2
2400 45.6 42.4 34.1 33.3 9.3 8.2 21.0 18.8
• 2600 39.0 38.2 32.0 33.3 6.2 5.3 11.5 11.4
1 Hr.-2800°F R.T. 108.9 100.1 86.9 81.1 12.3 15.7 17.0 19.4
ImNA 1000 70.7 63.0 45.3 43.0 10.9 17.1 16.4 22.1
1800 74.7 58.9 40,0 36.3 15.1 15.1 18.7 19.3
2100 62.1 49.4 35.7 34.9 12.7 11.9 14.6 19.9
2400 52.8 42.0 34.4 32.4 9.8 8.8 19.3 18.2
2600 38.0 38.4 31.5 34.0 7.8 5.0 15.9 13.5
All aging was 1000 hours - 2100°F at< 10-8 torr pressure.
-1
0.05 rain strain rate uses throughout all elevated temperature tests. Room temperature
-1 -1
tests conducted at 0.005 rain to 0.6°,/0strain, then 0.05 min to fracture.
TABLE 12 - Tensile Test Data for Longitudinal G1A Welds in 0.089 cm (0.035 in.)
ASTAR-811C Sheet in the Aged and Unaged Conditions.
cO
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Test Test UTSI ksl 0.2% Y.S. ksi % Unif. ElonA. % Total Elonq.
Condition Temp.(°F) Unaged Aged Unaged Aged Unaged Aged Unaged Aged
1 Hr.-3000°F R.T. 105.5 199.9 79.2 81.4 13.9 15.9 18.4 22.6
PWA 1000 73.9 62.3 42.7 40.0 10.4 16.1 14.6 21.9
1800 73.1 58.7 38.1 36.2 13.7 15.7 16.6 18.2
2100 65.0 50.4 38.5 35.5 12.6 13.5 17.8 19.0
2400 47.2 43.0 33.4 34.0 11.2 10.5 21.8 19.0
2600 41.7 38.5 33.4 33.9 7.8 5.4 20.0 17.1
I
1 Hr.-3200°F R.T. 109.0 99.3 81.9 21.1 14.6 13.6 18.6 13.6
PWA 1000 67.9 62.8 39.9 42,3 9.5 17.0 12.3 21.2
1800 74.2 57.9 38.6 35.1 14.2 15.2 16.6 i7.4
2100 64.3 50.2 35.9 34.9 13.2 14.7 17.3 21.0
2400 47.9 42.1 35.6 32.4 9o9 9.7 21.8 24.2
2600 41.4 37.9 34.9 33.1 5.9 5.2 13.9 19.9
1 Hr.-3400°F R.T. 107.9 99.3 82.7 80.8 13.8 15.9 19=I 19.6
PWA 1000 70.1 61.1 41.0 4!.6 10.8 16.4 13.6 !18.2
1800 73.9 57.6 38.2 34.7 13.8 15.4 16.1 19.1
2100 62.8 49.4 36.8 32.9 14.1 16.0 16.0 23.7
2400 45.4 42.1 32.7 32.9 10.8 9.9 18.0 22.8
2600 40.5 37.6 34.7 31.7 7.2 7.9 15.3 21.5
I
1 Hr.-3600°F R.T. 105.3 94.3 82.0 79.6 13.6 7.7 19.7 7.9
PWA 1000 71.0 159.4 42.4 38.4 9.1 14.6 12.6 17.8
1800 70.1 56.7 36.2 32.9 13.4 14.8 14.0 17.2
2100 62.9 49.3 36.1 34.3 12.8 ]4.7 15.3 18.3
2400 46.1 40.6 32.8 31.1 10.6 9.4 17.6 21.1
2600 38.2 36.6 32.0 31.1 6.7 5.9 15.8 19.5
II
All aging was 1000 hours - 2100°F at < 10-8 torr pressure.
0.05 min-1 strain rate usedthroughout a_l elevated temperature tests. Roomtemperature
tesh,conductedat 0.005 mln-1 to 0.6% strain, then 0.05 mln"l to fi -scture.
TABLE12 (Cont.) - TensileTest Data for LongitudinalGTA Welds in 0.089 cm (0.035
inch) ASTAR-811CSheetin the Agedand UnagedConditions.
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Test Test UTS, 107 N/m 2 10 N/m 2 % Unlf. Elong. % Total Elong.
Condltion Temp.(°C) '"Unaged Aged Unaged A£ed Unagedl Aged Unaged Aged
As Welded R.T. 86.9 70.4 76.2 57.2 12.2 13.7 14.8 16.4
538 81.4 43.0 54.3 29.8 11.1 14.5 14.6 19.5
982 53.7 39.7 30.1 25.9 13.4 12.2 16.1 15.1
1149 46.5 34.5 34.4 24.9 13.3 13.7 16.5 23.6
1316 32.7 29.8 23.8 24.5 7.4 8.6 19.2 21.7
1427 28.8 25. ° 23.2 22.9 5.8 j 4.2 17.1 9.0
I Hr.-1205°C R.T. 72.4 70.2 58.0 57.7 15.6 14.9 21.2 15.3
PWA 538 48.5 43.7 29.8 29.8 12.8 17.0 13.7 21.1
982 51.4 39.6 29.0 26.1 14.9 12.0 i7.6 15.1
1149 41.4 34.7 25.3 25.1 12.8 11.9 15.6 19.5
1316 32.4 29.6 23.5 24.3 9.2 7.5 24.3 18.2
1427 27.2 26.3 24.'I 22.0 6.1 4.0 11.5 6.6
i| i i ......
I Hr.-1316°C R.T. 72.4 70.5 59.2 56.7 14.5 14.4 18.8 18.9
PWA 538 49.8 44.7 31.5 29.8 10.6 15.9 14.4 22.0
982 51.5 40.4 26.3 25.6 13.8 15.0 15.2 17.8
1149 40.1 35.5 26.5 25.4 12.3 12.8 15.5 18.6
1316 31.0 30.3 24.1 24.2 8.3 7.8 19.7 17.2
1427 26.9 26.7 22.8 23.0 6.7 5.2 14.0 11.6
i i pl
1 Hr.-1427°C R.T. 71.3 68.0 60.5 55.9 7.9 8.6 11.4 8.6
PWA 538 49.2 43.8 32.8 30.2 9.7 16.2 13.0 19.5
982 51.6 40.3 26.3 25.4 14.3 13.2 18.3 16.8
1149 43.0 35.0 27.2 24.1 13.1 11.4 16.8 21.2
1316 31.4 29.2 23.5 23.0 9.3 8.2 21.0 18.8
1427 z6.9 26.3 22.9 23.0 6.2 5.3 11.5 11.4
i,
1 Hr.-1538°C R.T. 75.1 69.0 59.9 55.9 12.3 15.7 17.0 19.4
PWA 538 48.7 43.4 31.2 29.6 10.9 17.1 16.4 22.1
982 51.5 40.6 27.6 25.0 15.1 15.1 18.7 19.3
1149 42.8 34.1 24.6 24.1 12.7 11.9 14.6 19.9
1316 36.4 29.0 23.7 22.3 9.8 8.8 19.3 18.2
1427 26.2 26.5 21.7 23.4 7.8 5.0 15.9 13.5
i ....
All aging was 1000 hours - 1149°C at < 2.33 x 10.6 N/m 2 pressure.
0.05 rain -1 strain rate used throyghout all elevated temperature _ests. Room temperaturetests conducted at 0.005 rain-" to 0.6% strain, then 0.05 rain- to fracture.
TABLE 12a - Tensile Test Data for Longitudinal GTA Welds in 0.089 cm. (0.035 inch)
ASTAR-811C in the Aged and Unaged Conditions.
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Test Test UTS, 107N/m2- 10' I_l/m2 % Unff. Elong. %Total Elong.
Condition Temp.(°c)'U_naged Aged Unaged Aged Unaged _ged Unaged Aged
1 Hr.-1649°C R.T. 72.7 68.9 54.6 56.1 13.9 15.9 18.4 22.6
PWA 538 51.0 43.0 29.4 27.6 10.4 16.1 14.6 21.9
982 50.4 40.5 26.3 25.0 13.7 15,7 16.6 18.2
1149 44.8 34.8 26,5 24.5 12.6 13.5 17.8 19.0
1316 32.5 29.6 23.0 23.4 11.2 10.5 21,8 19.0
1427 28.8 26.5 23.0 23.4 7.8 5.4 20.0 17.1
luJ ,, ,
1 Hr.-1760°C R.T. 75.2 68.5 56.5 55.9 14_6 13.6 18.6 13.6
PWA 538 46.8 43.3 27.5 29.2 9.5 17.0 12.3 21.2
982 51.2 39.9 26.6 24.2 _4.2 15.2 16.6 17.4
1149 44.3 34.6 24.8 24.1 13o2 14.7 17.3 21.0
1316 33.0 29.0 24.5 22.3 9.9 9.7 21.8 24.2
1427 28.5 26.1 24.1 22.8 5.9 5.2 13.9 19.9
1 Hr.-1871°C R,T. 74.4 68.5 57.0 55.7 13.8 15.9 19.1 19.6
PWA 538 48.3 42.1 28.3 28.7 10.8 16.4 13,6 18.2
982 51.0 39.7 26.3 23.9 13.8 15.4 16.1 19.1
1149 43.3 34.1 25.4 22.7 14.1 16.0 16.0 23.7
1316 31.3 29.0 22.5 22.7 10.8 9.9 18.0 22.8
1427 27.9 25.9 23.9 21.9 7.2 7.9 15.3 21.5
i _,l i i
1 Hr.-1982°C R.T. 72.6 65.0 56.5 54,9 13.6 7.7 19.7 7.9
PWA 538 49.0 41.0 29.2 26.5 9.1 14.6 12.6 17.8
982 48.3 39.1 25.0 22.7 13.4 14.8 14.0 17.2
1149 43.4 34.0 24.9 23.6 12.8 14.7 15.3 18.3
1316 31.8 28.0 22.6 21.4 10.6 9.4 17.6 21.1
1427 26.3 25.2 22.1 21.4 6.7 j 5.9 15.8 19.5
i
All aging was 1000 hours - 1149°C at < 2.33 x 10-6 I'_,/m2 pressure.
0.05 rain -1 strain rate used throughout all elevated temperature tests. Room temperature
tests conducted at 0.005 rain-1 to 0.6% strain, then 0.05 mln -1 to fracture.
TABLE 12a (Cont.) - Tensile Test Data for Longitudinal GTA Welds in 0.089 cm. (0.035 inch)
ASTAR-811C Sheet in the Aged and Unaged Conditions.
PP
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Aging Effects (1000 Hours at 1149°C (2100°1:))
• Aging elimlnated the strain aging effects ( i.e. di_contlnuous yielding ) no_ed in the
s'ress-strain curves of the unaged specimens.
• A sllght improvement was seen in the tensile elongation values for test temperatures
to 982°C (1800°1:).
• Aging had no significant effect on the fracture modeof either alloy.
• Aging had essentially no effect on the tensile strength properties of T-111 or on the
yield strength of ASTAR-811C. However, a significant decrease was observed in the
ultimate tensile strength of the aged ASTAR-811C.
• As for the post-weld annealing effects, details of the mlcrostruc_ural response to aging
witl be deferred to a later section of this report.
The different responseof the tensile strength of T-111 and ASTAR-811C to aging is seen by
comparison of Figures 13 and 14 where the tensile strength of aged and unaged welds is
plotted as a function of test temperature. The data of 1:igures13 and 14 are for testson welds
given a 1 hour 1649°C (3000°F) post-weld anneal. This condition wcs selected arbitrarily;
reference to Table 12 indicates any condition except as-weSded could be used equally well.
The variation noted in the ultimate tensile strength behavior of the aged and unagecl
ASTAR-811C welds is apparently due to a difference in the apparent work-hardenlng rate.
Figure 15 showstypical engineering stress-straincurves of ASTAR-811C weld specimens for
the various thermal exposure conditions. A notable decrease in the flow (yield) stressis seen
to occur on _st-weld annealing. However, no further decrease occurs on aging at 1149°C
(2100o1:). The apparent work-hardening rate is quite similar after aging to that of the as-welded
c_,n_;tion while for the past-weld annealed but unaged condition it is somewhatgreater.
The exact nature of the strengthening mechanismsoperative in ASTAR-811C are not known.
Nevertheless the experimental observations outlined above can be understood in termsof the
fol lowing sequence of events.
1. During the very rapid cooling of the solidified weld metal the precipitation of Ta2C
begins. There is evidence that, at least during the initial stagesof the precipitation
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(1)
process, some measure of coherency exists between the "_2C and the matrix
2. During • short Hme post-weld anneals the Ta2C precipitates grow and Io_e coherency
with _h:: matrix. For the higher temperuture po_t-weld anr_ealsat least some Gf the
smaller precipitates ( or clusters ) may actually be put back :nlo snlution but due to
the relatively slow cooling rate following _he past-wela annealing are re-p,ecip_tated
and coarsen.
3. Aging 1000 hours at 1.149°C (2100°F) results in continued precipitate growth, upparently
reaching the stage where the precipi_ es are too coarse.to have any slgrificant effect
on the mechanical strength.
The first stage would account for the yield stressand work-hardening r_te o{ the c:s-welded
specimens. It is well established that during the plastic deformation _f metals conta_n;ng
closely-spaced, coherent particles the particles are cut by the dislocations as they m_.ve on
their glide p!anes (11-13). As a result the energy, and hence the ,flow stress, required to in-
itiate pla.-fic deformaHon is substanrially higher than that required to deform the matrix. How-
ever, once bulk plastic flow is established the observed work-harden;rig rate is essentially the
same as that of the matrix.
Continued precipitate growth and lossof coherency, such as in stage 2 above, resuits in _"
condition whereby plastic flow is achieved by either the Orowan _achan;sm or by cross-slip
of the dislocations out of their glide planes. For either mechanism the flow stress_sapprox-
imately equivalent and somewhat lessthan that required for tl'_e"part;c!e shear" mechanism.
As deformation proceeds dislocation loopsare left around the part;c_es. Concurrent with the
decrease in yield stress tf,e rate of work-hardenir,g increase_ due to the high density of dislo-
cation loopsor it,efface dislocations produced since these resist the passageof further sl;p(1 1,14).
These observations and expected behav;or are in general agreement wlth the behavior of
ASTAR-811C welds following Post-weld annealing. /he strength and work-hardening observed
after aging correspond well to that expected if the precipitates have coarsened appreciably.
So long as particle spac;ng dees not chang._greatly the y;elo stresswould be expected to re-
main reasoncbly constant since it is independent of part|cle size (11).
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Ductilit 7 and Fracture
Ductility, or rather the lossof it, was the primary concern of mostaspectsof this progrcm.
Hence, it is particularly interesting to review the tensile elongation data. Figures 16 and 17
present the uniform and total elongation data for weld specimensof T-111 and ASTAR-811C,
respectively, as a function of test temperature from room temperature through 2093°C (3800°F).
In addition to the data cf Tables 11 and 12 these plots include the results of additional high
temperature testso._ unaged sheet weld specimens, Tables 13 and 14. These latter tests were
performed to allow more complete determination of the ductility minimum implied by the 1316°
and 1427°C (2400° and 2600°F) results. Reference to Figures 16 and 17 attests to their success
in that respect.
The ductility behavior displayed in Figures 16 and 17 is in no way peculiar to these alloys
but is rather a general feature of the ductility-temperature curves of nearly all metals. Rhlnes
and Wray (15) conducted a comprehensive study of this phenomenonin monel. Their conclu-
sionswere ;
• At temperatures below the temperature of rn'nlmum or decreased ductility deformation
proceeds as the net result of intracrystalline slip ; hence, the ductility is high or
"normal ".
• At hlg'ler temperatures, where grain boundary shearing may be a dom|nant mode of
deformation, fissuresor cracks appear and grow along grain boundaries until they
', meet, thereby completing the fracture at low overal! elongation. This is the region
of minimumor de:reased ductility.
• At still higher temperatures softening processessuch as recovery and/or recrystalJ|za-
tlon occur during deformation. The nucleation and growth of new grains ( and hence
new, crack-free grain boundaries ) servesto alleviate the growth of the grain boundary
fissuresand hig_ ductility is restored.
Modlficatlcns are of course required to the above arguments in the case of more complex
alloys. Nevertheless certain guidelines are established which provide some appreciation of
the factc.rs involved.
Comparison of Figures 16 and 17 reveals the minimum _n tensile elongation occurs at approx-
imately the same temperature range for T-111 and ASTAR-811C - between 1539° (2800 °)
,'_, 61
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Pre-Test Test UTS 0.2% Y.S. % Unlf. % Totaa
Thermal History i Temp. ( OF ) ksl ksl Elong. Elong.
ii i ii i i ilglll _, ,_ i i
As Welded 3000 16.6 13.4 1.6 4.4
1 Hr.-2200°F PWA 3200 14.1 13.1 3.5 6.7
1 Hr.-3400°F PWA 3300 10.6 9.7 6.2 18.2
1 Hr.-2400°F PWA 3400 9.0 5.3 10.1 16.3
1 Hr.-2600°F PWA 3600 7.0 6.0 12.2 27.2
1 Hr.-2800°F PWA 3800 5.6 5.3 15.2 70.0
1 Hr.-3000°F PWA 4000 5.2 4.1 14.1 110.6
1 Hr.-3200°F PWA 4200 4.0 4.0 (a) 22.2 > 126(b)
(a) Load drop.
(b) No fracture - limit of crosshead travel.
-1
0.05 mln strain rate u_e6 throughout all tests.
TABLE 13 - Tensile Test Data for High Temperature Testson GTA
Welds in 0.089 cm. (0.035 inch ) T-111 Sheet.
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Pre-Test Test _ITS 0.2% Y.S. %Unif. % Total
Thermal History Temp. (°C) !0 N/m 2 107 N,/m2 Elong. Elong.
i , m • ill I,
As Welded 1649 11.4 9.2 1.6 4.4
1 Hr.-1205°C PWA 1760 9.7 9.0 3.5 6.7
1 Hr.-1871°C PWA 1816 7.3 6.7 6.2 18.2
i Hr.-1316°C PWA i87i 6.2 3.6 i0.1 16.3
1 Hr.-1427°C PWA 1982 4.8 4.1 12.2 27.2
1 Hr.-1538°C PWA 2093 3.9 3.6 15.2 70.0
1 Hr.-1649°C PWA 2205 3.6 2.8 14.1 110.6
1 Hr.-1760°C PWA 2316 2.7 2.7(a) 22.2 >126(b)
(a) Load Drop.
(b) No fracture - reached limit of crossheacltravel.
0.05 min-1 strain rate usedthroughout all tests.
TABLE13a - TensileTest Data for High Temperaturerests on GTA
Welds in 0.089 cm.(0.035 inch) T-111 Sheet.
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III
Pre-Test Test UTS 0.2% Y.S. o/_UnTf. % Total
Tho,m,,I H:_ .... _r___ (o_.) ksT ksi Eiong. Eiong,
I Hr.-2600°F PWA 2800 33.1 31.4 1.5 3.3
1 Hr.-2800°F PWA 3000 18.4 16.6 1.8 2.6
1 Hr.-3000°F PWA 3200 16.8 11.7 10.4 19.5
1 Hr.-3200°F PWA 3400 13.1 8.8 14.7 25.2
1 Hr.-3400°F PWA 3600 10.0 9.0 15.0 96.4
1 Hr.-3600°F PWA 3800 6.9 5.9 10.5 92.8
-1
0.05 rain strain rate used throughout all tests.
TABLE14 - Tensile Test Data for High Temperature ",restson GTA
Welds in 0.089 cm. (0.035 in.) ASTAR-811C Sheet.
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i ill
J UTS 0.2°1oY.S. % Unit. % Total
Pre-Test Test o 7 m2 EJong. Elong.Thermal........ History JTemp.(C) 107 N/m 2 10' N/
1 Hr.-1427°C PWA 1538 22.8 21.6 1.5 3.3
! Hr,-1538°C PWA !649 12.7 1!.4 1.8 2.6
1 Hr.-1649°C PWA 1760 11,6 8.1 10.4 19.5
1 Hr.-1760°C PWA 1871 9.0 6.1 14.7 25.2
1 Hr.-1871°C PWA 1982 6.9 6.2 15.0 96.4
1 Hr.-1982°C PWA 2093 4.8 4.1 10.5 92.8
, I
-1
0.05 mln strain rate usedthroughout all tests.
TABLEi4a - Tensile Test Data for High TemperatureTestson GTA Weld:
in 0.089 cm. (0,035 inch) ASTAR-811CSheet.
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and iust over 1649°C (3000°F). However, an important difference exists between the two
alloys with respect to the temperature range over which the ductility is seen to be reduced.
With regard to the conclusionsof ,_hinesand Wray (15) this implies intracrystalline deformation
remains the dominator role in ASTAR-811C to temperatures where grain boundary shear is
already dominant in the deformation of T-111. Such behavior would be promoted by the
presence of a dispersedphasesuch as the dlmetal carbide known to exist in ASTAR-811C
at the temperatures of interest. The kinetics of the softening processesin ASTAR-811C must
be such that the ductility is able to recover at temperatures below that required for a
similar recovery in T-111. The fact this occurs at temperatures slightly below the carbon
solvus for ASTAR-811C suggeststhe carbide precipitates may be serving as nucleation sites
and therby promoting dynamic recovery or recrystalllzation during testing.
A review of the fracture behavior of T-111 and ASTAR-811C as a function of test variables
revealed neither post-weld annealirl nor aging had a significant effect on ihe fracture appear-
ance of either alloy, the appearar, oelng essentially dependent only on the test temperature.
T-111
• Specimens tested at RT, 538° and 982°C (1000 ° and 1800°F) exhibited transgranular
shear failures with very high reduction in area values.
• Specimens tested _t 1316° through about 1760°C (2400 ° through 3200°F) appeared to
have failed by separation along the fusion zone grain boundaries with quite low
reductions in areas.
• Tests at 1149°, 1816° and 1871°C (2100°, 3300° and 3400°F) resulted in fractures
having both of the above characteristics.
• Testsabove 1871°C (3400°F) resulted in very fibrous-appearlng transgranular shear
failures; reduction in area value: approached 100%.
ASTAR-811C
• Tests at a!l temperatures Through i427°C (2600°F)resulted in transgranular shear
fractures having very good reductions in area.
• 1538° and 1649°C (2800° and 30O0°F) testsresulted in fractures very much like those
in T-111 tested at the same temperatures.
• Tests above 1760°C (3200°F) resulted in very high reduction in area, fibrous-appearing
fractures.
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Superpositionof the fracture behavior reviewed above with the ductillty-temperature results
of Figures16 and 17 demonstratesexcellent agreement.We may conclude in summarythat :
• A high temperature region of decreased tensile ductillty exists for weld specimens
of T-111 and ASTAR-811C. This is in no way unique to thesealloys and doesnot
reflect a peculiarity of either rantalum-basealloys or body-centered-cublc metals
in general.
• The width of the ductility "trough" in the elongatlon-temperature plots is slgnlfi-
cantly greater for T-111 than for ASTAR-811C. This appears to be related to the
presenceof a carblde precipitate in ASTAR-81!C.
4.2.3 BendDuctill;;/Response
A summaryof the lt, 2t and 4.5t bend test results on aged welds in T-111 and ASTAR-811C
is presentedin Tables15 and 16 , respectively. Included in Table 16 are the results of It
bend tests on specimensof ASTAR-811Cwelds in the as-welded and as-welded plus one hour
1649°C (3000°F) post-weld annealed conditions. Thesetestswere performed to permit more
meaningful interpretation of the results on the aged ASTAR-811Cwelds. The indivldual
bend data plots which are summarizedin these tables are presentedin ,_heAppendix. A
review of the data of Tables 15 and 16 showsthe following:
T-111
• No trend wasobserved whlch could be related to the selection of post-weld annealing
temperature.
• The bend DBTT'sare approximately the samefor all three bend radii.
• The bend DBTT'sfall within the narrow range of -101° Io -157°C (-150° to -250°F) for
all conditions evaluated. This includes both longitudinal and transversebend tests.
The results of thesetestson aged T-111 weldsare markedly different from thosepreviously
determined under identical welding, aging and testlng conditions (2). In the previous study
of the responseof T-111 welds to long-time elevated temperature aging, I t bend transition
temperatureswere in the vicinity of 0°F. This is 83° to 139°C (150° to 250°F) higher than
69
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oF1H.. Bend DBTT I , .
PWA It 2t 4.5 t
II
Temp. Long. Transv. Long. Transv. Long. Transv.
2200°F -200 -250 -250 -200 -225 -200
2400°F -225 -175 -250 -_75 .-250 -175
2600°F -250 -200 -250 -200 -250 -150
2800°F -200 <-150 -175 -150 -200 -175
3000°F -200 -175 -225 -200 -175 -250
3200°F -200 -200 -225 -200 -225 -200
3400°F -200 -250 -225 -225 -225 -175
3600°F -200 -250 -150 -150 -200 -250
L |
TABLE 15 - Summaryof Bend Ductile-Brittle Transition Tempero_ure
Resultsfor GTA Welds in 0.089 cm (C.035 it:h) T-111O , O
Sheet. All Welds Aged 1000 hoursat 1149 C (2100 F)
Prior to Testing.
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1 Hr. BendDBTT,°C
,, ,,, I
PWA 1t 2t ] 4.5t
Temp. Long. Transv. Long. Transv. Long. Transv.
I
, n
1205°C - 129 j - 157 - 157 - 12£ - 143 - 129
I
1316°C - 143 - 115 - 157 - 115 - 157 - 115
1427°C - 157 - 129 - 157 - 129 - lb2 - 101
1538°C - 129 <- 101 - 115 - 101 - 129 -115I
1649°C - 129 - 115 - !43 - 129 - 115 - 157
I- I
1871°C - 129 I - 157 - 143 - 143 - 143 - 115
I I
1982°C - 129 J - 157 - 101 - 101 - 129 - 157
I
TABLE15a - Summaryof BendDuctile-Brlttle Trens|tlonlemperatukeResults
for GTA Welds in 0.089 .:m (0.035 inch) T-,111Sheet. All Welds
Aged 1000 hoursat 1149°C (2100°F) Priorto Testing.
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1 Ho.r Bend DBTT, OF
P W A It 2t ..... 4,_ t
Temp. Lonb:t. Transv. Longit. Transv, Longit. Transv.
.m 6_
2200°F 150 175 150 200 75 150
2400°F 175 175 125 200 125 175
2600°F 150 175 ;00 150 _,_5 200
2800°F 150 150 175 200 100 175
3000°F 100 175 150 175 <z5 100
32000F I)0 125 100 : 150 < 0 125
3400°F 150 125 150 200 I00 125
3600°F 200 175 250 225 150 175
None (ai 125 125
3000OF(a) 125 < 50
',a) Not aged prior to testing.
TABLF 16 - Summary of Bend Ductile-BritHe Transition Temperature Result_
for GTA Welds in 0.089 cn.(0.G35 ;nch) ASTAR-81 _,CSheet. All
Welds Aged 1000 hr_ursat ! i49°C (2100°F) Prior to Test:ng
Except as Indicated.
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=,,
1 Hr. BendDBTT,°C
PWA 1t 2t 4.5 t
! I'
Temp. Long. Transv. Long. Transv. Long. Transv.
1205°C 66 7? 66 93 24 66
1316°C 79 79 52 93 52 79
1427°C 66 79 38 66 52 93
1538°C 66 66 79 93 38 79
1649°C 38 79 66 79 <-4 38
1760°C 38 52 38 66 <-18 52
1871°C 66 52 66 93 38 52
1982°C 93 79 121 107 66 79
None(a) 52 52
1649°C 52 < 10
(a) Not aged prior to testing.
TABLE16a - Summaryof BendDuctile-Brittle Transition TemperatureResults
for GTA Weldsin 0.089 cm (0.0.35inch) ASTAR-811CSheet. All
Welds Aged 1000hoursat 1149°C (2100°F) Prior to Testing Except
as Indicated.
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the present results. A possible explanation for this difference in behavior is the slightly higher
carbon content of the earlier heat since thls would tend to strengthen the grain volumes relative
to the grain boundaries. Such an effect might likely lead to the grain boundary failures seen,
since the higher the matrix strength the more aggravated the condition; hence, the alleviation
of this behavior would be postponed to somewhat higher temperatures.
ASTAR-811C
• As for T-ill, selection of the post-weld annealing temperature dld not seem to
have any effect on the results.
• The slight variations in bend DBTT observed did not show a strong correlation with
bend radius.
• The range of bend transition temperatures for all tests, including Iongitudlnal and
transverse bePds, was from -18 ° to 121°C (0° to 250°F).
The lack of extensive prior experience with the bend ductility of ASTAR-811C indicated the
need to more completely define the response in the program heat. It was for this reason the
I t bend DBTT was determined for the as-welded and the as-welded plus post-weld annealed
condltlons. To provide some perspective on these data a general comparison is provided below
for the It bend performance of the development heat of ASTAR-81 IC ( data from Reference 4)
and that of the program heat ( Heat 650078 ) ;
Development Heat (4) Condition Heat 650078
< -196°C (< -320%) Base Metal -157°C (-250%)
, -157°C (-250%) As GTA Welded 52°C (125°F)
-73°C (-100%) 1000 hours 982°C(1800%) ....
1000 hours 1149°C (2100%) 66°C (150%) approx.
Ail values listed above are the It bend DBTT' s.
The development heat displays a clear superiorlty in performance to that of the program ma-
terial. The mostlikely reason for this is the greater W and Re contents, and hence greater
matrlx strength, of Heat 650078. The slmilarlty of the transitlon behavlor before and after
aging implles the aglng itself is not playing a domlnant role.
-.;'. 74
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Failures in both alloys are better described as ductile grain boundary tears than brittle clpavage-
type fractures. In many casesfractures which initiated in the weld fusion zone were arrested
by the base metal or the heat affected zone. Figure 18 showsa typical failure in T-111. The
"tears" along the fusion zone grain boundariesare evident.
The problemsassociatedwlth making more quantitative conclusions basedon bend testsare
mainly related to tke fact the state of stressis lesswell defined than in mostother ductile-
brittle tests. Theelementary theory of bending considersonly the circumferential ( or outer
fiber ) strain. However, experiments have shown that the distribution of strain in the bending
of sheet is not truly amenable to such a simple analysis(8). Thedistribution of strain in the
outer fibers dependsslgnificantly on the methodof bending ; three-point bending such as
that used in bend ductile-brittle transition temperature tests producesa rather non-uniform
distribution of _fraln. An attempt hasbeen made to predict the minimumbend radius for a given
sheet thickness from a knowledge ( " its tensile properties (16). Thisanalytical treatment pre-
dicts a minimumbend radius ( R) for a sheetof thickness t accord;rig to the expression,
R 50 1
t % elong. 2 "
where (% elong.) refers to the engineering fracture strain in a tensile test at the temperature
of interest. Thisexpressionfails utterly for the case of T-111 and ASTAR-811Cwelds since
\
it demandsa tensile elongation of 33% if a It minimumbend radius is ever to be satisfied.
Referenceto i,e tensile data of the precedlna section ( 4.2.2 ) showsthat for neither alloy
does the tensile elongation reach this value below 1649°C (3000°F). The failure of this
expressionis mostprobably related to its basicassumptionof (16) "homogeneousand isotropic
materials", neither condition ef which are satisfied by the GTA weld structuresbeing evaluated.
The approximate =.Aulvalenceof the l t, 2t and 4.5t bend transition temperatureswas totally
unexpected. ForT-111 welds this would not appear to be causefor concern due to the quite
l
low temperaturesinvolved. The results for ASTAR-811C, however, with bend transition temp-
' 75
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10X
Post-Weld Annealed 1 Hr.- 1649°C (3000°F)
Aged 1000 Hrs.-1149°C (2100°F)
FIGURE18 - Typlcal BendTestFracture in Aged T-111
GTA We!d Specimen.
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eratures slightly above room temperature, merit future consideration and attention. The fact
no similar indications were provided by the other engineering tests discussedpreviously tends
to suggest the large, highly oriented grain structures of the GTA weld specimens to be partic-
ularly, and perhaps uniquely, susceptible to premature failure due to very high localized
straining during bend testing.
In conclusion, the modest increase in the bend DBTT noted for T-111 in the present study ap-
pears to be the result of the large, oriented grain structure of the weld specimens. _n ASTAR-
811C the bend test results more likely reflect the combined influence of the grain size effect
and the very high matrix strength of ASTAR-811C at the temperatures of interest.
4.3 Microstructural Responseto Thermal Exposures
T-111
The mlcrostructural response of GTA welds in T-111 to various post-weld thermal exposures(2)has been characterized during the performance of a previous NASA--sponsored program .
The results of that program showed that aging at temperatures from 962° through 1149°C
(1800 ° through 2100°F) resulted in the appearance of both grain boundary and interdendrltlc
precipitates in the weld fusion zones. Post-weld annealing at elevated temperatures had
virtually no effect on the observed aging reaction. The results of the present program concur
with those results except for the fact grain boundary precipitates were not observed for any
of the conditions evaluated in the present work. If this is due to the slightly lower carbon
content (30-40 ppm) of the present T-111 relative to that evaluated previously (about 50-60
ppm), a rather tenuous balance is suggested for the appearance or non-appearance of the
grain boundary precipitates.
Figure 19 showsthe effect of aging 1000 hours at 1149°C (2100°F) on the as-welded micro-
structure. The interdendritic precipitates are seen to form primarily at the junction of two
or more dendrites. The effects of 1 hour post-weld anneals from 1205° through 1538°C (2200°F
through 2800°F) were relatively minor, being mainly confined to producing a well defined
interdendritic preclpltate, In gcnerul, the effect of the 1149°C (2i00°F) aging on Sl:_L.hi_ens
77
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20,275 WELD 1500X
As Welded
20,276 WELD 1500X
Aged 1000 Hrs.-1149CC (2100°F)
FIGURE 19 - Microstructure of GTA Weld Specimen
in T-111 Sheet.
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post-weld annealed in this temperature range was insignificant. A typical mlcrostructure
result;ng from post-weld annealing pJusaging in this range is shown in Figure 20. Post-weld
annealing _t 1649° and 1760°C (3000° and 3200°F) began to effect local homogenization of
the fusion zone mlcrostructure. Figure 21 shows the mlcrostructure of a specimen post-weld
annealed 1 hour at 1649°C (3000°F)and ,_ged 1000 hours at 1149°C (2100°F). Comparison
of Figures 20 and 21 revea!_ the pronounced segregation in the fusion zone is being all-
eviated.
One hour post-weld anneals at 1871° and 1982°C (3400 ° and 3600°F) effected complete
homogenization of the weld fusion zones and resulted in extensive grain growth. Aging of
the resulting microstructures for 1000 hours at 1149°C (2100°F) had no further effect.
Figure 22 shows the fusion zone mlcrostructure following 1982°C (3600°F) post-weld
annealing and 1149°C (2100°F) aging.
The results of this investigation of the microstructural response of GTA sheet welds in T-111
to aging suggests the previously observed ductility impairment implied by the bend test re-
suits (2) on aged T-111 welds may be due to the slightly higher carbon content of that material
relative to the present material. The observation of Ta2C grain boundary precipitates may be
only coincidental since no direct observation has been made connecting their presence and
the fracture behavior except that it tends ro be groin boundary in character. It appears more
likely that the carbon remaining in solution, or present as sub-microscopic intragranular
precipitates, imports additional matrix strengthening requiring proportionately greater strain
accommodation at the fusion zone grain boundaries during bending. The modest increase
observed in the bend DBTT noted in the present study is more likely clue simply to the largej
oriented grain structure of the GTA weld specimens and in that respect represents a more
intrinsic feature of the alloy.
ASTAR-811C
The effect of 1000 hour aging at 1149°C (2100°F) on the as-welded microstructure of ASTAR-
811C is shown in Figure 23. The as-welded, unaged weld fusion zone is seen to be exceptionally
79
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20,278 WELD 1500X
Post-WeldAnnealed 1 Hr.-1427°C(2600°F)
I
Aged 1000 Hrs.-1149°C (2100°F)
FIGURE20 - Microstructureof GTA Weld Specimen
in T-111 Sheet.
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" • " • ./ .; •
• .r
: .. _.- .._
20,280 WELD 400X
_ _ :_.;_-_'_,__ .
20,280 WELD 1500X
Post-Weld Annealed 1 Hr.-1649°C (3000°F)
Aged 1000 Hrs.-1149°C (2100°F)
FIGURE21 - Microstfucture of GTA Weld Specimen
inT- ; 11 Sheet.
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20.282 WELD 1500X
Post-Weld Annealed 1 Hr.-1982°C (3600°F)
Aged 1000 Hrs-1149°C (2100°F)
FIGURE 22 - Microstructure of GTA Weld Specimen
_nT-111 Sheet.
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It ' _ "/_ ' ) ,
22,155 WELD 1500X
As Welded
22,337 W/HAZ 400X 22,156 W ELD 1500X
Aged 1000 Hrs.-1149°C (2100°F)
FIGURE 23 = Microstructure of GTA Weld Specimens
in ASTAR=811C Sheel.
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"clean". Aging has caused two distinct changes in the microstructure. Similar to T-Ill an
interdendritic precipitate is seen to devemp in the cored weld zone, However, completely
unlike T-111, grain boundary precipitates are found throughout the weld, heat affected zc,ne,
and base metal. In addition_ a fine intragranular pr_cipltate has developed in the heat-affected
zone. The grain boundary precb..itate is a general feature of all the aged specimens, kelng
present in two somewhat different morphologies. The mostfrequently observed of these is the
blocky, cellular precipitate wk;ch displayed a tendency to grow pret'erentially into one or
the other of the two adjacent grain volumes rather than into both equally. Also observed, but
lessfrequently, the grain boundary prec;pltate de. =.lopedas a semi-continuous thin film on the
boundary.
One hour post-weld anneals at 1205° through 1538°C (2200 ° through 2800°F) produced only
precipitation of the interdendritlc ph use in the weld fusion zone=. Subsequent aging at 1149°C
(2100°F) for 1000 hour_ resulte, i in we!d and heat-affected zone microstrvctures similar to
those of the as-welded plus aged specimens shown in Figure 23. Typical heat--affected zone
and weld zone microstructures are shown for specimens aged after 1205° and 1427°_: (2200°
and 2600°F) post-weld arneals in F"gures 24 and 25r 'espectlvely.
Post-weld annealing at 1649°C (3000°F) fo,"one hcur resulted ir the appearanc:e of carbide
precipitates both at the grain boundaries and within the grain volumes of the weld fusion zone
(Top, Figure 26). i'his marked the first appearance of the carbide precipitates prior to aging.
Subsequentaging for 1000 hoursat 1149°C ,/2100°F) resulted in extensive cellular precipitaHon
and coarsening of the intragranular carbides present in the heat-affected zone and base metal
,i (Bottom, Figure 26). A one hour post-weld anneal at 1760°C (32U0°F) beg._n to effect iocallzed
homogenization in the weld fusion zone.
One hour anneals at 1871° r, "J 1982°C (3420 ° and 3600°F) resulted ir. c.'_nsiderablegra'n
growth throughout the weld zone and base metal. The appearance n_ the precipitates,
Figure 27, suggestedthe carbides had dissolved on annealing and re=precipltated on cooling.
In many casesthe fusion zone precipitation had occurred on the low-angle sub-boundaries
84
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,_t._ .',.: .,." ",,.,,.
f. . , , .,..,':.'..,...|. • w._ ¢ • ,
22,184 HAZ 1500X
.__.
,,,_.... ,_. _ ...,.. ......_
22_184 WE LD 1500×
Post-Weld Anneated 1 Hr.-1205°C (2200°F)
Aged 1000 Hrs.-1149°C (2100°F)
FIGURE24 - Microstructure of GTA Weld Specimens
in ASTAR-811CSheet.
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22,185 HAZ 1500X
_.,,_e,-"_.,,._._:.._,r._.¢:, . . '_. ;_:_-_n
_._ ._, _;,.,,, ....... _.iiI _ ---..,
UGh" _._,k._ .._
_...._ .% _i*.o .
,', ' " u
,, 22,185 WELD 1500X
Post-Weld Annealed 1 Hr.-1427°C (2600°F)
Agecl 1000 Hrs.-1149°C (2100°F)
FIGURE 25 - Microstructure oF GTA Weld Specimens
in ASTAR-811C Sheet.
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22,157 WELD 1500X
Post-Weld Annealed 1 Hr.-1649°C (30O0°F)
No Age
22,186 W/HAZ 400X
i
22,158 WELD 1500X 22,186 HAZ 1500X
Post-WeldAnnealedI Hr.-1649°C(3000°F)
Aged 1000Hrs.-1149°C(2100°F)
FIGURE26- M|crostructure of GTA Weld Specimens
_nASTAR-811CSheet.
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Post-Weld Annealed 1 Hr.-1982_C (3600°F)
No Age
FIGURE27- Microstructure of GTA Weld Specimen in
ASTAR-811CSheet.
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formed by polygonizat;on-like dislocation rearrangements within the fusion zone grain
volumes. Subsequent 100C hour aging at ] 149°C (2100°F) resulted in little change within
the weld fusion zone except for the development of the cellular precipitates along the
grain boundaries, Figure 28. Also shown in Figure 28 is a narrow precipltation-free zone
adjacent to the grain boundaries in the aged base metal. This is typically observed in
alloys where the nucleation and growth kinetics of the precipitation process are controlled
by vacancy supersaturation since on cooling the grain boundaries serve as ready vacancy
sinks and relieve the supersaturation local to them. Note also the lack of dislocation
substructure in the base metal.
No evidence was found which suggested the cellular precipitate plays a s_gnificant role in
the mechanical behavior of ASTAR-811C with regard to either the strength or fracture prop-
erties. However, the pearllte-like appearr_nce of several of the larger, more easily resolved
colonies prompted a closer look. Chromium shadowed carbon replicas were prepared from sev-
eral of the metallographic specimens and examined by transmission electron microscopy. An
electron micrograph of such an area is shown in Figure 29 for a specimen which had been post-
weld annealed at 1205°C (2200°F) prior to aging. As the temperature of the post-weld anneal
was increased the cellular Drecioitate wa_ c_on to uccur as narrower co,unies ...... ooo-.
in Figure 29, and tended to lie adjacent to a higher fraction of the grain boundary length.
Some evidence of this can be seen by comparing Figures 25, 26, and 28. In general, when
two or more colonies were present in a commongrain the orientation of their lamella was
quite similar, suggestinga possible orientation relationship between precipitate and matrix.
No evidence was obtained which allowed inference of the possible driving force for the
reaction leading to tt'is precipitate morphology.
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FIGURE28 - Microstructure of GTA Weld Specimen inASTAR-81lC
Sheet.
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22,184 6000X
Post-Weld Annealed 1 Hr.-1205°C (2200°F)
Aged 1000 Hrs.-1149°C (2100°F)
FIGURE 29 - TransmissionElectron Micrograph of a Carbon
Repl|ca of a Cellular Preclp|tate |n an Aged
GTA Weld in ASTAR-811C Sheet.
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS
UnderbeadCrackingin MultipassGTA Plate Welds
1. Although thls problem is the rule rather _hanthe exception in T-111, ASTAR-811C
displays virtually no tendency toward this behavior.
2. Underbeadcracking is peculiar to high creep strength alloys deslgned for resistance
to liquid alkali metal corroslon. Alloys of h-wer creep strength or alloys free of
reactive metels (corrosion inhlbition) do not display underbead cracking.
3. Underbeadcracking results from the manner in which weld thermal strains are accom-
modated in multlpasswelding. An imbalance in grain boundary versusmatrix strengths
at high temperaturescan causegrain bc darles to strain to failure. An imbalanc_
within the critical temperature range occurseither by strengthening the matrix or by
weakening the grain boundaries. The results of each were demonstrated in this program.
4. Since the effects of alloy additions on the factors which generally affect matrix and
grain boundarystrengths are known, elimination of underbead cracking should lend
itself to a chemical solution. This can be achieved, for example, by using a modified
filler wire composition. Resultsof weldlng ASTAR-811Cconfirm thls approach to be
promising.
Fracture Toughnessof 1-111 and ASTAR-811CSheetWelds
5. GTA welds in T-111 and ASTAR-811Csheetare not notch sensitive to temperatures
as low as -196°C (-320°F).
6. The low temperature notch-tensile properties of GTA welds in T-111 and ASTAR-811C
sheetare affected only slightly by thermal exposuresto 1982°C (3600°F) for one hour
or by 1000 hour aging at 1149°C (2100°F).
7 One hour post-weld anneals to 1982°C (3600°F) c,,-.d1000hour aglng at 1149°C
(2100°F) had little effect on the room and elevated temperature tensile properties
of GTA welds in T-111 and ASTAR-811Csheet.
8. A high temperature region (be_'ween0.45 and 0.65 Tin)of reduced tensile ductility
wasobservedfor both T-111 and ASTAR-811C GTA sheet weld specimens.
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9. The width of the ductilTty "trough" in the elongation-temperature data is significantly
greater for T-111 than for ASTAR-811C. This appears to be related to the presence of
a carbide preclpitate in ASl"AR-811C.
10. The lt, 2t, and 4.5t bend transition temperatures of aged GTA sheet welds of T-111
fall in the range -101 ° to -157°C (-150 ° to -250°F) and are unaffected by one hour
po_t-weld anneals to 1982°C (3600°F). These results are significantly better (i.e.
the bend DBTT's are lower for the present program welds) than had been found
previously using similar aging treatments. This difference is believed due to a
slight improvement in purity of the present T-111. Metallographic results tend to
support thls conclusion.
11. The lt, 2t, and 4.5t bend translt_on temperatures of aged GTA sheet welds of ASTAR-
811C fall in the range -18 ° to 121°C (0° to 250°F) and, llke T-111, are unaffected
by one hour post-weld anneals to 1982°C (3600°F). These values are considerably
higher than previous deTerminations on similarly aged and tested ASTAR-811C.
This difference in behavior is believed due to the higher W and Re contents of the
program heat (Heat 650078).
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APr_NDIX - BENDTESTDATA COMPILATION
Figure No. Title Pa_-_No.
A1 BendTest Data for GTA Welds in 0,089 cm. (0.035 inch) 98
T-111 Sheet. 1 Hour PWA at 12u5°C (2200°F). Aged
1000 Hoursat 1149°C (2100°F).
A2 BendTest Data for GTA Welds in 0,089 cm, (0.035 inch) 99
T-111 Sheet, 1 Hour PWA at 1316°C (2400°F_. Aged
I O1000 Hoursat 1149°C _2100 Fj.
A3 BendTest Data for GTA Welds in 0,0_9 _,m.(0.035 inch) 100
1"-1t 1 Sheet. 1 Hour PWAat 1427°C (2600°F). Aged
1C,C0 Hoursat 1149°C (2":00°F),
A4 BendTest Data for GTA Welds in 0.089 cm. (0.035 inch) 101
T-111 Sheet. 1 Hour PWAat 1538°C (2800°F). Aged
1000 Hoursa_ 1149°C (2100°F).
A5 BendTest Data for GTA We!ds in 0.089 ca, '0.035 inch) 132
T-111 Sheet. 1 Hour PWAat 1649°C (300b°F).Aged
1000 Hoursat 1149°C (2100°F).
A6 BendTest Data for GTA Welds in 0.089 cm, (0.035 inch) 103
T-111 Sheet. 1 Hour PWAat 1760°C (32000F). Aged
1000 Hoursat 1149°C (2100°F).
A7 BendTest Data 1:orGTA Welds in 0.089 cm. (0.035 inch) 104
T-111 Sheet. 1 Hour PWA at 1871°C (3400aF). Aged
1000 Hoursat 1149°C (2i00°F).
A8 BendTestData for GTA We!as in 0.089 cm. (L;.n&5inch) ]05
1"-111Sheet. 1 Hour PWA at 1982cc (3600°F). Aged
1000 Hoursat 114,;°C (2100°F).
A9 BendTes_Data for GTA Weldsin 0.089 cm. (0.035 inch) 106
ASTAR-811CSheet. Pre-TestThermalHistory as
Indicated. li _endRadius.
A10 BendTesl_Data for GTA Welds in 0.089 cm.(0.035 inch) 107
ASTAR-811CSheet. 1 Hour PWAat 12050C(2200°F).
Aged 1000 Hoursat 1149°C (2130°F).
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APPENDIX (CONTINUED)
Figure No. Title Page No.
All Bend Test Data for GTA Welds in 0.089 cm. (0.035 inch) 108
ASTAR-811C Sheet. 1 Hour PWA at 1316ac (2400°F).
Aged 1000 Hours at 1149°C (2100°F).
A12 Bend Test Data for GTA Welds in 0,089 cm. (0.035 inch) 109
I_AIA I.. 1 A'_-70t "_ II"_l /'_t "tOr'_ASTAR-811C Sheet. I Hour rvv,-, a, ,_,-, ,_ _zouu r].
Aged 1000 Hours at 1149°C (2100°F).
A13 Bend Test Data for GTA Welds in 0.089 cm.(0.035 inch) 110
ASTAR-811C Sheet. I Hour PWA at 1538aC (2800°F).
Aged 1000 Hours _t 1149°C (2100°F).
A14 Bend Test Dnta for GTA Welds in 0.089 cm. c_0.035 inch) !11
A.,TAR-811C Sheet. 1 Hour PWA at 1649 C (3000VF).
Aged 1000 Hours at 1149°C (2100°F).
• .(_ °A15 Bend Test Data for GTA Welds in 0.0_. cm.(0.035 inch) 112
ASTAR-811C Sheet. 1 Hour PWA at 1760aC (3200OF).
Aged 1000 Ha rs at 1149°C (2100°F).
A16 Bend Test Dat_- for GTA Welds in 0.089 cm. (0.035 inch) 113
ASTAR-811C Sheet. 1 Hour PWA at 1871aC (3400°F).
Aged 1000 hours at 1149°C (2100°F).
A17 Bend Test Data for GTA Welds in 0.089 cm. (0.035 inch) 114
ASTAR-811C Sheet. 1 Hsur PWAat 19820C (3600°F).
Aged 1000 Hours at 1149-C (2100QF).
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1 HOUR PWA AT 2200°F 1000 HOUR AGE AT 2100°F
100
80 ..... LONGIT. DBTT -- 200°F
TRANS. DBTT-- 250°F
60 I t
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V20 _
o -_oo -bo -I'OO o +1oo
100 +,_7Ol_,
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• -320:F i
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,'." 2t
uJ_ 40//_0 _ _ -- Bend Radlu_Z 20 ,_ "<
Z 0 # i ,
-3bo -2'00 -(oo o +lbo
100 • +,,_, .
80 J '_-_J / 1i-., - ..... TRANS. DBTT--200°F
60 / .LONGIT. DBTT-- 225°F 4.5 t
• Bend Radius
40 •
2O
I ''T ,0 _ I ,'
-300 -_oo -ibo o +l'oo
TESTTEMPERATURE, OF
I I I i I I
-200 -150 -I00 -50 0 +50
TEMPERATURE,°C
Figure AI. BendTestData for GTA Wel4s in 0.089 cm. (0.035 inch) T-111 Sheet.
I Hour PWAat 1205°C (2200°F). Aged 1000 Hoursat 1149°C (2100°F).
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Figure A2. BendTest Data for GTA Welds in 0.089 cm. (0.035 inch) T-111 Sheet.
o O
1 Hour PWA at 13160C(2400°F). Aged 1000 Hoursat 1149 C (2100 F).
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Figure A3. BendTestData for GTA Welds in 0.089 cm. (0.035 inch) T-111 Sheet.
I Hour PWAat 1427°C (2600°F). Aged 1000 Hoursat !149°C (2100OF).
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Figure A4. BendTest Data for GTA Welds in 0.089 cm. (0.035 i,lch) T-111 Sheet.
1 Hour PWAat 1538°C (2800%). Aged 1000 Hours at 11490C (2100°F).
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Figure A5. Bend Test Data for GTA Welds in 0.089 cm. (0.035 inch) T-111 Sheet.
1 Hour PWA at 1649°C (3000°F). Aged 1000 Houm at 1149°C (2100°F).
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Figure A6. BendTestData for GTA Weldsin 0.089 cm. (0.035 inch) T-111 Sheet.
1 Hour PWAat 1760°C (3200°F). Aged 1000 Houmat 1149°C (2100°F).
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Figure AT. BendTestData for GTA Welds in 0.089 cm. (0.035 inch) 1"- 11 Sheet.
1 HourPWA at 18710C(3400°F). Aged 1000 Hoursat 11¢9_C(2100°F).
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Figure A8. BendTest Dc,'a for GTA Welds in 0.089 cm. (0.0,35 inch) T-111 Sheet.
1 Hour PWAat 1982°C (3600°F). Aged 1000 Hour at 1149°C (2100°F).
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Figure Ag. Bem_clTe._tL"ata for GTA Welds in 0.089 cm. (0.035 inch) ASTAR-81 lC
Sheet. Pre-Test Thermal History as Indicated. It Bend Radius.
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Fi.aureA10.BendTest Date for GTA Welds in 0.089 cm. (0.03.5inch) ASTAR-811C
Sheet. 1 HourPWA a_ 1205°C (2200°F). Aged 1000 Hoursat 1149°C
(2 tO0°F).
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Figure A12. BendTest Data for GTA Welds in 0.089 cm (0.035 inch) ASTAR-811C
Sheet. 1 Hour PWAat 1427°C (2600°F). Aged 1000 Hoursat 1149°C
(21O0° F).
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Figure A13. BendTest Data for GTA Welds in 0.089 cm (0.035 inch) ASTAR-811C
Sheet. 1 Hour PWAat 1538°C (2800°F). Aged 1000 Hours at 1149°C
(2100°F).
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Figure A14. BendTest Data for GTA Welds in 0.089 cm (0.035 inch) ASTAR-811C
Sheet. 1 Hour PWA at 1649°C (3000°F). Aged 1000 Hours at 1149°C
(2100°F).
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FigureA15. BendTest Data for GTA Welds in 0.089 cm (0.035 inch) ASTAR-811C
Sheet. 1 Hour PWAat 1760°C (3200°F). Aged 1000 Hours at 1149°C
(2100°F).
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Figure A16. BendTest Data for GTA Welds in 0.089 cm (0.035 inch) ASTAR-8110
Sheet. 1 Hour PWAat 1871°C (3400°F). Aged 1000 Hours at 1149°C
(2100°F),
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Figure A17. BendTest Data for GTA Welds in 0.089 cm (0.035 inch) ASTAR-81lC
Sheet. 1 HourPWAat 1982°C (3600°F). Aged1000 Hoursat 1149°C
(2100°F).
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